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THE SONG OF THE MOTHER OF WATERS
by Evelyn Cooper

Long ago a tree stood in a parched canyon, a place
as bone and empty as windscoured shell. But
the tree was content.
The canyon had once been a fertne valley, greening,
blossoming and fading with the seasons. Many small
rivers had threaded Its meadows, and a lake had rippled
peacefUly at Its end. But one long winter had brought
savage storms, and the lake had burst Its banks, ftooded
the valley, ravaged - almost uprooted - the tree. And to
protect Itself. then, the tree had drawn upon the
earthpowers. Who may judge defenses raised against
death? The tree enspelled the valley Itself.
In one night the valley earth had bleached to bitter
sand, sand made to absorb water, all water, and to take
It utterty away. In a breath the sand spread around the
tree, single-purposed and acid and empty. And In the
second breath the floodwaters were gone.
The tree had not been flooded again. The memory
remained, knotted deep in its roots. And occasionally the
tree was faintly aware of nameless, liquid incursions. But
the sand always repelled these, efficiently and without
effort; and the chalky shore of the small lake far across
the canyon remained unmarred by leaf or blossom. The
tree withered slightly in its farthest branches. It was not
concerned. It knew that its roots ran deep and that It
could last a very long time. Its attention was foced upon
to the risk of death by drowning; It did not notice the
more subtle threat of drought.

One day the river came to a stone embankment.

as white

smooth, sheer and high. Once, the river would have leapt

In that time the rivers ran of their own accord, chose
where to go, uphill or down.
One of the rivers travelled far, driven by a need to
bring water. It loved the flowering, verdant and multitudinous glory of plants. It could hear the wordless cries
of drying roots, could feel the fragnlty of green leaves
gradually losing their sheen in the heat. But also the river
was lonely, and so sometimes It leapt Its banks and
flowed where It was not needed, or If needed, not
wanted. It did not know that Its embrace sometimes
brought destruction.
In Its travels the river returned, again and again, to
the tree In the desert canyon. drawn by Its emerald splendor and the slent thirst at its base. Each time, the river
hur1ed ltsetf out of its bed at the bright painful sand, st~
gled briefly, and withered Into black oblMon. Each time,
afterward, It awoke and regathered slowly In Its banks.
tt the river ever succeeded in reaching the roots, It
did not know It.
This went on for countless years. The river grew
weary, and sad, and haunted.

the stone lightly. That day the river could not make the
leap, and no longer wished to try. So the river stilled
there, a slence In the stony deeps.
And In the slence was a song.
What Is the song of the mother of waters? The notes
of that song rippled and rang over the river, endlessly
sweet: the splashing of the green-dappled forest brook
In Its stone bed, the sparkling spray of a fountain, the
serene purtlng of the deep lakes and the surging roar of
the salt oceans; the drumming of rain and the touch of
mist. A rainbow ftung Its colors like a banner above. The
river remembered, at first faintly and then clearly as the
rainbow, what It was to sing; and then the river wept, but
did not know It. And the watersong took the river away.
The river shivered, once, and then It let go and
ftowed, blended beyond finding. It was singing, singing
with many others but also singing with Its own voice; and
It forgot, In the song, all fear of being alone.
Time ftowed seamlessly on. The arching rainbow
went bright and dark as the sun came and went, and the
foamflowers blossomed blue and faded again, and the
river did not count the days. The river learned many
things, the things which must be learned without words;
and always, the river sang. But one day under the
luminous sky memory came to the river. It remembered
leaping over stones In the riverbed, landing In a splash,
gliding softty past moss on Its banks. It remembered the
scartet ftowers of Aprl; and It left the mothersong of
waters and went travelling again.
The river wandered through many lands. It had lost
much of Its loneliness In the singing and so it flowed
peacefully, sharing Itself with the roots nearby, allowing
Itself to be caught up, as needed, Into rain. But memory
had returned, and with It, the old grief.
One day the river came to a bank of bright sand.
The river remembered death, and guarded Itself,
and looked.
In the pale canyon the tree stll stood.
It seemed unchanged, as though the river had only
left yesterday. It was stll gloriously tall and splendid, the
foliage brilliantly emerald; and with a catch of pain the
river remembered that the tree had always been beautifti. Anxiously It scanned the leaves. The edges were still
dry. Perhaps drier than before; ~ps
not. The river
rocked gently, uncertain.
And suddenly sensed It.
Fear.
The water1ess roots, deep In the desert, were wither-
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Ing. And they were afraid.
The river forgot Its pain and Its resolutions and
hur1ed Itself out c:A Its bank toward the tree.
Into sandy, black oblivion.
Consciousness returned slowly. The river lay dazed
between Its dry banks; and slowly, it heard the song twining above. The mothersong. lllumlnatlng the rtver's
desires, showing the rtver Its own odd, retumlng weakness, its hurUlng need to give. And yet the song was
warm and welcoming, and the river found hope In It. Sing
to me, mother c:A waters, whispered the river. Tell me
what to do.
The wordless song twined over, around, beneath the
river, and spun a second, dreamlike, river, a misty awareness hanging In the air. And as It hovered there, the river
heard, for the first time, the voice of the tree.
The tree spoke wordlessly, a deep rumbling like
thunder over the desert. It did not speak directly to the
river: it seemed unaware of the river as something which
could listen. Instead It muttered of nightmares: the ancient ravages c:A floods, and the endless, continuing attacks of rivers. It spoke of Its rooted desire to be left in
peace.
'But you need me,' said the river, Its liquid voice
startled.
'I do not need you,' replied the tree firmly, as unsurprised as though It were dreaming the river's voice.
'And If I were to need you--lf I were to need anyone--lt
should be my choice, to ask you in. Not yours.'
'Oh.' said the river. Then It was silent for a long time.
It had heard the tree. Now, floating in the mirroring
song of the motherspring, It saw itself. It remembered
the long years of hurling Itself uninvited at the tree. Had
the roots been, In truth, thirsty?
Perhaps.
~

But how could the rtver fNer truly know? Had the
rtver Itself not thirsted - to be needed? How, then, could
the rtver know the tree?
And, worse, If the tree had tnAy thirsted, had not the
rtver, attacking, only sealed the tree more deeply Into its
thirst?
The reflectk>ns rippled down through all the years,
and for the second time the rtver wept.
The tree shrank from the watery tears.

And when the tears had all been borne away the river
said farewell to Its vision c:A the tree watered and splendid and d ltsetf watering the tree; and It looked at the
tree and said 'You are right I should not have tried to
touch you without asking If you wished It. I am sorry.'
It was over, and the rtver turned to go, back with the
mothersong, back to the source d waters, but a deep
voice rumbled CNer the desert behind It and It turned
back.
'It was you all those years,' said the tree, affront and
recognition mingling In the bass tones.
'Yes,' acknowledged the rtver.
'Why?' asked the tree.
The river paused and then said, carefully, 'It seemed
that you were withering.'
There was a long sHence filled with the tree's shimmering lncredullty. But finally, for the first time In the long
uncounted years, the tree shook Itself. A cloud of
shrtveled leaves rustled free c:A the ancient branches and
settled slowly to the sand. Long strips c:A dry bark
shredded from the trunk, fell like
tinder to the ground.
~

The breeze carried the acrid smell of dust.
The tree said nothing, but the river sensed Its fear.
'I might be able to help you,' said the river, aware of
the annlhlatlng sands. 'I don't know. Wiii you allow me
to come In?'
Withering?' asked the tree.
The river was sUent.
Long waves of rumination rose like sap through the
tree: the shuddering memories of the ftood, the rooted
aversion to water, the reluctance to risk such upheaval
again; all of these were felt again, but, ftnally, they gave
way.
The tree sighed, and wind caught In Its branches.
'Come, then,' It said.
The words rose and blended with the other notes In
the singing wind. The river lifted and poised on Its bank,
considering the sands, wondering how to cross them.
And as the river paused there, the change, of ltsett,

erstwhle desert, bore a scent of honey. The mothersong
rose and ftowed like a river around the tree, and sang,
as It flowed, with all the voices of rain and new green
leaves.
The tree straightened and shook Its branches In the
carollng wind. Already Its leaves were glossy green. 'I
had forgotten,' It said, Its voice low with wonder. 'How
could I have forgotten?'

When the song faded It was starry night and they
II/Ni that the song had drawn a crescent channel from

the river toward the tree, an Inlet which almost, but not
quite, touched the tree's base; and the banks of the Inlet
were lined with foamflowers, Intensely blue with
foamwhlte hearts. There was one for every tear the river
had wept.
The river travels yet throughout the wor1ds, for that

began.

Is the way of rivers. It runs more lightly now. though, and

For the ancient spell was released even as the tree
spoke. Suddenly the air lost Its acid tang. The sand softened, darkened, Into the deep rich brown of earth after
winter. Moss spread In soft green patches along the
riverbank. In rocky crevices crimson flowers unfur1ed,
and the wind, freshening now and singing through the

those who sit beside It and listen to Its waters rise smiling. And sometimes, In the dark of the moon when the
foamftowers blossom, the river pauses In a crescent
Inlet, and spins stories of Its travels for Its friend.

EDITORIAL
Seems like It's been a long time since the last Mythic
Circle and, well, It has been! A rich, full summer, lndudlng Mythcon XIX In Berkeley with Ursula K LeGuln as
author GOH. Christine & I ran a writers' workshop at the
conference and were thrllled to see more than a few
members of THIS workshop (The Mythic Circie) In attendance. We had P.C. Hodgell speak to us about first
breaks and related topics and we'll run a transcription of
her talk (as soon as we transcribe ltt) We do need to
apologize for how late our responses to letters and submissions have been for the last 4 or 5 months, and plead
our crazy lives: Christine is back In the ciassroom this
fall as well as writing on contract and I'm making music
whenever possible, travelling back and forth between
Connecticut and Los Angeles, and coordinating the Not
Tolkien Calendar calendar project which, sadly, has
been delayed to 1990 (the artists voted and so It goes we'll keep you Informed, though).
WhUe we've been busy with our fives (the nefV8 of
those editors, having private lives-!), a raging torrent of
submlsslons has flooded us, forcing us to reconsider
what we're tryfng to do with this magazine. We decided
our original concept is valid: a writers' wOO<shop In print.
offering constructive criticism from our readers, but that
we need to make some policy changes: primarly the
decision -all else being equal- to favor submissions
from subscribers CNer non-subscribers, In the ongoing
effort to keep this project afloat {please see our new

guidelines, page 36).
See, when we started, nigh on two years ago, our
task was to break even within two years (and generate
the smallest possible puddle of red Ink in the meantime)
-If we don't break even. we fold. Simple as that. Because,
we remind you, we're sponsored by the Mythopoeic
Society (a non-profit organization) and the Myth.Soc. is
anything but a sugar daddy. So please urge your writer
and reader friends to subscribe (hint - give subs for gifts)
and maybe we11 get Mythic Clrcie saddlestltched yet.
Speaking of staples (a jug of wine, a loaf of bread
and- oh, Christine says not THAT kind of staple!), we
thank Stan & Angelee Anderson for the generous donation Of a HEAVY DUTY stapler so now our Issues will no
longer de-collate under the strain of Intensive reading ...
We do need to know how you feet about the quantity and quality of poet,Y we've been running - more?
less? another poetry..fntenslve issue soon? Let us know
(and remember, we assume we can print your letters unless you tell us otherwtse).
And finally, a correction: In the American Fantasy
Issue (MC#6) we accidentally left off the subtitle to
Douglas Rossman's "The Finishing Place" - "A Cherokee
Tale Retold" should have followed. Our apologies to
Doug and the second edition of MC#6 has been corrected. You'll notice the related story In this Issue: "The
Tobacco Seekers" ~Cherokee
tale retold).
So- happy hoUdays and we'll see you In 1989.
- Lynn & Christine
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THE DANCE OF THE BLIND
by Jefferson P. Swycafl'er

(Thia atory vae inspired by the
Quintettino of Luigi Boccherini, the fourth
•ove•ent of vhich is entitled "Dance of the
Blind.•)
Thick vaa the night over
Abbotteford-on-Tveed,
1n the eouthern
Scottieb uplande. Svift-•oving cloude
traversed the lov eky, uncovering and
covering the •iet-ringed full •oon. The
clouds' ebadove elid acroee the hilly
landecape like great dark eheep.
The hour vaa that of the firet
appearance of the etars, visible in the
epacee betveen the fleeting clouds. Upon the
horizon a light shone in the narrov vindov
1lite of McCorrie Castle hard upon the Tveed.
It vae an old castle, built upon a pile
that vae older yet by far; a curtain-wall,
crenelated and towered, etood in a •ute and
defiant uptbruet or etone.
Sounds of var bad been beard throughout
the land, and araiee cHpaigned.
But the
euuer 1 • ekir•.iebee vere avay nov; ling
Winter reigned, although enov bad not fallen.
The great arm.lee vere in their cities tor
vinter quarters; the a.all ara.iee vere gone
ho•• to their clans.
It vae nearl1 ae cold inside the castle
ae it vH outside.
Cold do•inated the great
ball, a high-rooted cba•ber bung vith
heraldic be.nner1 ot centurie1 long gone b7·
The hall va1 biting cold, vitb a eeeking, dr7
chill. The ••ouldering tire that Lord Duncan
kept b&ral1 alight in the one fireplace
rad.lated oni, the feeblest va.nth.
•Aye, 'tie no' vbat it ueed tae be,"
Duncan HcCorrie aniffed, and vand hi• aoup
apoon about hi• ae a 1eetura that indicated,
in •ute eloquence, hov tine the ball bad
been, once, an age a10, in the ti•e of lord•
nov forgotten.
•Na1? Then it wet baYe bean one hoff
or ll&l"Tela, tor vhat I aee today -- • The
br11ht epeecb, tlattaring and tull ot
.innocent bl.am.,., vaa cut otr ae lenneth
MacGill bent to coup.
Bia bandbrohiet caH
&vaJ' dotted vith red.
•rt• a ..,.r,, Ter, cold,• r•ll&l'ked
Carolin• tro• her perch direcU, in tront ot
the ve~
flickering tire. Daran, beaide
her, nodded hia ahinring agreeaent.
•fhe1're tro• ItalJ,• lennetb ea.id in
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apoloo.
•1 UDderatand,• Duncan 1a1d wit.bout
aailing. •But it'• 7ou I aa concerned tor.•
•Bad it not been tor theee tvo, I'd be
dead in that ditch, the vatar or the run-orr
freezing oTer •e in thin aheete.
I ove the•
all I'll enr have -- •
7ou continue talking and buret
7our lunge &pin,• Daran wttared, rieing
tro• the cold it.one tloor and 1tepping acrou
to vhere Kenneth 1at at Duncan'• board. Be
lietened tor a •o•ent to the 7oung aan1e
deceptiYel.y coatortable breathing, and ebook
hie head. •Ae I thought. You're bleeding
indde.•
Ienneth 1ron1cal.J.1 held up hie
blood-flecked handlcerchiet, a1 it to
congratulate Daran on hie perceptiYity.
Daran wttered, •r onl.1 vieh -- •
But it vae Ienneth'• turn to interrupt
Daran, and he did ao vith cheer.
•1 feel
tine. l can breathe in, and I can breathe
out. And I can drink Lord HcCorrie'• eoup,
vh1ch 1e tine, tine -- • Bar1h coqhing
apin liesed hia.
Daran bad no need to 1pealc, aa Iennetb
viped hi• hand acrou hie blood-1pattered
lipa. The tvo looked long at one another,
and in the e1ea ot neither va1 there pit1,
and in th• •1e1 or neither val there rear.
•11• not about to die, lad.•
•Iou1Te 1ot the kernel ot a deathcaeter
bolt lodged •o•evhere in 7our lune•· That'•
voree than an arrov vould be, althoqh not ae
bad aa a bullet.•
•Bullet?"
•Fro• an arquabue, not a sling.• Seeing
lenneth11arldent1111orance,
he added, •The
arquabue va• vbat the1 u1ed before the
deathcaeter. It uaed cunpovder, and not a
aacical cban, tor ita kiJHna powr.•
•ea. Gunpowder. What a •illJ' notion.
Wouldn't it blov up in the firer'• taceT" Be
thoupt a ainute. •tot that deathcaatere
DBYer do ••• •
Caroline approached aingeri,, her hands
clutched under her ar1H tor varath. •It
Dar&D au&P•t• 7ou relax ••• •
•lh. Veil, I hadn't planned OD dancing
in &D7 caH.•
Be aluaped in bie chair and
looked about hi.• glooaii,, hi• hand abeenti,
preeeed oYer the vound given hi• by the
lncli•b patrol. He'd fallen, and they bad

•Unl•••

lett hi.a tor d .. d. Be reflected upon that,
and let the dull anger vara hi•·
The tour ot thea vere all the 1oule that
eat to dinner in the vaet, vast hall. Duncan
HcCorrie, ilia, hie viapa or p&le hair
crowing thinner b1 tbe day, hie 1t1arled face
crowing aore and aore craggy vitb hi•
hatreda.
lenneth MacGill, 1oung and 1uave,
polite and cbaraing, blond and atroni, vith
an unclouded brov, a thick jav, and eye1 that
bad movn laughter. Caroline, in her
aid-tventiea, dark-skinned, bleaeed vith a
walth ot toaaing night-black hair, her e1es
joll.1 and aiachievoue.
Daran, po•••••ed or
dext.erity, t&ll, ot an age vith Caroline,
vith ehort brovn-black hair and a vide,
honest race.
They vere not the only living thinga in
the old castles certainly not. High in the
never-uaed attics, bate laired and ovla
nested, and the little aice crept.
Nor vere they the onl;r people in the old
castle. There vu yet a ghost to be heard
troa.
"I can aalce ay ovn soup and a, ovn bed,
and I ayeelf collect ay vinter'e vorth or
dead vood foray tire,• eaid old Duncan.
1Vbat need have I or aervanta?"
Not even the
rapid approach or old age could diecourage
hia fro• hie aecluaion. One day he'd be
found dead on hie flagstone floor, and that
vaa the vay he'd have it.
Bia iuest lenneth, though ••• That vaa
not right. None ehould die ao 7oung, not
froa an English deathcaater bolt at a tiae
vhen vords or peace vere flJ'ing. And
certainly not on this night •••
But had not the 7oung un been wounded,
the old Lord ot the keep vould never have
throvn vide hi• gate. Perhaps there vu,
after all, an undeniable fate in the vorld.
Speech, an,y epeech, vaa needed to till
the loo•i.nc silence. Duncan puebed aV&)' hie
eapt7 eoup bovl.
Sourly: "I aight ae vell tell 1ou about
the ghoat.
I haven't a aagician to tell the
tale properly, each word perfect, tit tor tat
vi th a aagician' 1 taul tleea Haory.
"But a:r old father aaid that atoriee
ebould be left al.ive, ehould be told b7
10Hone vith the vit to tell it artfully. No
aagician ha1 ever told a tale without
•oundiDc like IOH aachine-paced priHt,
rattling it ott without vittinc vb.at'•
e&id •••

'Laura, her na.ae vae, and ahe va1 a:r
Great-Great-Aunt.
You'll look at•• and
iaaiin• her to have b.. n old, old ••• Bad it
been like that, thoup, the h11to1'7 ot thi•
cut.le and this taaily would have been
cr .. tly ditterent. Jo,
died early, and a
110re lovely bloeeoa, even unti .. ly plucked,
a:r tuily baa never boaeted.
11Tva1 the night other
wddinc banguet.
Bai ever a gho1t 1to17 becun oth•rviHT qe,
and you'll have he&.rd the likH in allot
1our tranle. Fie on the letter-perfect
.. llOZ'7 or a aa1ician, who'd ban bad you all
noddini by thi• tille •••
'Och, i.. gine what 7ou'd like. The

•h•

iroo- ~•v•r 1hOV9d up, but left her etandlni,
and 1he died that night, .waring that ahe'd
V&it tor hi• u long u it took."
Be lapaed into a long 11lence, hie
bript
hooded. Be va1 ooapletely
unaware ot the rapt pse or hi• three guests.
Bi• 1to1'7 va1 not ooapleted, however. What
1Ubliainal cluH th17 caupt and read not
even the three 7outh1 could have toldJ they
V&ited vith the patience that waa bequeathed
by th• cold, the quHti.ng vind, and the
endlHe vinter night.
11ighte, •h• danc••·
1At aidnicht,
thrice three ti••• a
atri.ng i• plucked. Then 1oaeone - eoaething
- unaeen eav1 aharply back and forth on a
fiddle, plqing onl;r the one note. One note,
lov, rapid, ragced. You'd have to hear it •••
"She clidea in. I leave it dark in here
- 7H, in thi1 hall, Ju1t behind vhere
7ou•re eitting."
The three iu••t• kept their
pie taeten•d on the old aan'a race,
unvilli.nc or unable to peer behind thea. The
fire V&I aa iOod ae dead, providing the
pul11.ng not-heat that aade the hall onl;r that
aucb colder.
"Candle• cost aoney, I'll have 7ou mov.
But - I'd leave it dark in an,y caae. That'•
only richt.
'She elides in. Although ehe'a gloving
a dia vhite, 7ou can aalce out the luetroue
black hair other, the great dart eyes.
Sh•'• dre11ed, cha1te and dell\ll"e in her
bridal, vith the nil lifted back.
"I watch, 1oaetiaee, tro• the gall•Z7•
You can aee it up there, on that vall. Ie it
a:r •1ea ta1.11.nc, or 1a it dark, dark in bare?
'And I crouch dovn and bide, becauae
that'• right. 'Tia needleea, but it'• right.
And vhen 1he11 reached the center of the
rooa, vhich I have ever kept clear, because
that, too, ie right ••• ehe dances.
"Iou can hear the auaic, peaceful, elov.
Never vae there aueic played here, but I bad
it explained to H, bov a powerful spirit can
order aaniraetatione beyond hereelf.
But
I've vatched, vatched sharply tor th•••
7ear1, and it11 not the ghoat vaving a hand
10 that auaic appear• tor her content. No,
ah•'• unaware •••
"She'• unaware of aan,y thinga. The
dance ia the aaae each tiaes a alov, circling
aoTeaent, a1 it ahe had a partner.
"She doean•t.
I've vatched.
She aovea
aa it another 1a aoving vith her, and the
train• of her dreeaea sweep acroea theee bare
tlage. Sh•'• careful to keep the• out of the
V&1 other partner'• feet. Only abe baa no
partner.
•she'• Ter7 beautiful.
And it 1a the
eue each tiae. I've vatched, because l'a
old, and eleep co••• but fitfully to ae. And
bar entrance and dance i1 the•••• each and
every tiH • • •
.
"I once brought in
aage, to aee if he
could tree her. Be tried, but vent avay
cold, 1haken, nearly broken.
He'd becoae
aware or her, though it vae day, and be said
that all ehe vae vaiting for vae her young
8&11. Be aaid ••• •

•71•

a
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Duncan1e YOiCe trail9d off, &nd he cased

tor a long tae at lenneth.
•Ie aught vrong, our hoet?• lenneth
aek9d at last, uncoatortable under Duncan'•
ecrutiny.
•The uge said that a young aan vould
eoH da,y die under thie roof, and that the
young Ull vould then go to th• ehoet or this
caetle. Be eaid that - "
lenneth interrupted vith a snap or hie
fingere. 11I don't gi•• a tig tor vbat he u:r
or 11a,1 not baYe eaidl I'• done tor. tee,
and u:rbe tonieht I'll elip •V&7· I ehould
not be t&lking even nov, but coneer.1.ng "1
1trength. But I have a lase ot
ovn, back
hoael Ma,ybe I'll go and vait 1oaevhere for
her, eh?"
Duncan vae about to retort, hi• face
tvieting up vith the p&Hion of hil reaark.
Caroline, hovner, quickly stood, and laid a
hand upon hie lleeve. "Lord. Ho. Let hi•
be. Ve'li cliab to 1our gallery, and vateh
tro• there. I don't feel like 1leeping.
Doee a.n,yone elee7"

rr

•ve can bring out bedding, and ll&lte
oureelT•• 1nug little ne1te,• Daran added.
lenneth vae rieht, he knev. The young Scot
vould not ll•• to He the 1un riH.

....

"l•n't there~
ve can do tor
hia?" Caroline asked ot Da.ran in a vhi1per.
They bad poeitioned th••••1Yee high in the
eull 1alleey, h&rdl7 aore than a b&lcODJ'
HC8Hed into the val.l of the Kin ball.
Through the vood-b&lu1tered railing they bad
a clear rtev ot the exp&nH below.
"Without 1urgeey, h•'• undone. And you
knov that, althoUJh I'• no 1ur1eon, I'd tey
it .,. •• 1r, it ••• •
•tr ve bad hot vater, and a vara rooa,
and 1calpele that vere aore than table
kniYee.• Caroline 1ighed. 11It11 not right.•
At the tar end ot the line ot
blanket-rolls, Lord Duncan etirred. •sleep it
you like. I'll nude• you vhen the tiae
arri•ee.11
Ko one an1vered hia, but it vae clear
that eleep vae not to be velcoae this night.
"Doee he ban an,rthing to eain b,eacriticing lenneth to hie gboet?11 Caroline
.uraured eoae tiae later, her llpe cloee to
Daran1e ear.
•tee. The release ot that 1ho1t troa
unending lonelineH. Be lone her like a
daughter."
11Bie ovn Great-Great-Aunt?
That'• - "
But it vae not eilly, toolieh, or deluded,
the vorde that Caroline tu.bled betveen.
"B•'• old, and
tir9d. There 1e
nothing •ore natural than tor hia to reel
tatherl.T reeponeibillty tor her, considering
that eh•'• eTer-youth.t'ul and eterna.11)beautitul. It ukee Hnee tor hi• to vieh
her aieeey relieY9d by a union vith lenneth.11
Be ehitted po1ition, tor ••en through the
bl.&nlete, the be.re b&rdvood tloor va1 cold
and untorgi'rinc· Soae or the varath or the
tire that vae nov thorough.J..T dead bad
aigrated up near the root, and prortded
needed coatort.
"Bridegrooa to a 1hoetie tiYe tiaee 11.7
ap, • lenneth put in bitterl.T, ju1t a1 it he
bad beard Caroline'• and Daran1e
con•er1ation. "I von't ba•• it. HJ' Mary
back bo..... But then, I'll neYer •••her
again, •ball ·17• Dar&n va1 ei;.red anevering
that queetion b,- lenneth'• eilent fit of
coughing; the ecent ot hie blood va1 rank in
the darkD•••· "lo,• be ll&id vhen he'd
regain9d hi• YOiC8J •no, I
I neYer

••1"1

cu•••

/

aball."
An hour later, vith n•••r another vord,

J

. , ",

•

I

I

I
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he elld •V&7 into a p&i.nl.eu death.
~
Daran u:r ban elept; be u:r ban been
••r•l1 caucht in the aiete ot Yagr&Dt
thought. Carolin•'• nwig• broucht hia back
to an unvelcoae reality.
"Lord Duncan..,. that it'• ta..•
The three vatched betveen the thick·
poet., huddled acain•t each other and qain•t
the co•ered and etraightened bod,r ot young
lenneth. They'd done that wuch tor hia.
Toaorrov he'd be buried, a soldier ot hie

~

vbo bad been iranted hia final lean.
Thrice three ti••• a atring waa plucked&
a atrinc that vaa no atring, touched b7 a
hand that vaa no hand. The aound vaa thin,
and although clearl;r audible, it echoed aa it
troa aoae ineatiaable distance.
A non-ex:ietant bov vae etruck againet
the aiddle etring of a non-exiat&nt fiddle,
and rtbrated back and forth, all on one note,
a• rapidl;r aa the atrong !lapping ot the
vi.nge o! a creat bird. The etuttering o!
that note drev out, pa.using nov and again,
onl;r to take up once aore.
Radiant in bridal finery, the ghoet
paced forth.
Caroline and Daran hugged one another in
an agozi;r or anticipation, tor, although the
choat atrod• deterainedl1 toward the center
ot the rooa, the choet or lennetb MacGill vae
not there to aeet her.
•She'• not receiYed hial" Duncan'• h&rah
vhieper burat rortb. "liill thi• aocke17 or a
bridal dance neYer ceaee?"
The strains or the ainuet began.
Viatrul, alov, vith a etatel;r repetition ot
the phrases, it was auaic fit tor a aort and
toraal dance or the dead. The 7oung voaan
aoYtd, her colorless radiance illuainating
nothing be7ond bereelt. She reated her hand
upon an inrtaible shoulders abe held an
inrtaible hand in bera.
Ber race shoved, nov and again, vben ahe
lifted it in a pertectl;r hUJ11U1 geature to
van back a atra,ing lock of her hair. It
l.ikeviae gloved, that hair, and yet the e1ea
ot the watching aort&le aav it ae darkest
dark1 aid.night hair tor the aid.night hour.
Daran aenaed, di•l;r, the faintest ahadov or
the 1.ntinite depth of eapt1 vearineaa that
eYen a centU17 aeant. Such a aaall. traction
of eternit7, and ao he&T7 upon a dead aaiden.
Did ebe realise, vith eoae aort&l
facult7 not 7et faded, that ebe vae alone, in.
a cold castle, aoYing to etringe not her ovn?
Or vere the vorld and her partner things that
vere vital to her, ae i! real?
She aoved the length or the hall, a
vaif, forlorn. Duncan could no longer bear
it.
•coae vi' ae," he auttered, hie Yoice
harsh in the darkneee.
•Vbere?" Caroline asked.
•Bot 7ou. He. With ae to the floor.
The laee belov ie in need of a bridegrooa."
•Don't be an &eel" Caroline yelped.
lone or the• could see either or the othere
in the darkneu.
The one eoftl;r aoving point
of light DOV no longer held their attention.
The aueic or the ainuet avept on, rising and
falling in a gentle and poignant contrast to
the taut eaotione in the balcozi;r aboYe.
•1 b&Ye a deathcaeter," Duncan eaid in a
cold Yoice not ra.r troa brealting. Be ran hie
snarled band OYer the aaooth vood of the
piatol, appreciating the atrencth or the
weapon that tiraed hie reaoln and hie ll•ba.
Be acted nov 11.ke an autoaa ton, on.l;r idl;r
watching hheelt, and 7et moving that vbat
h• did~ deaperatel;r, hopeleeel;r real.

All three svung their gaze around to the
dance tlo"or.
The ainuet bad ended, and the ghost
etood, arae at her aides, watching tbea.
•She'e ••• never done that before,• Duncan
vhiapered.
In the aoaent that hie attention
wavered, Caroline luni•d for the pistol.
Daran vae beeide her in an inet&nt, caught
unprepared for her leap, but enr ready tor a
rough-and-tuable.
Lord Duncan, an old aan enervated by a
long life vboae d&1• bad been eapty eince
7outb - vbat chance bad be against tvo
expert Italian bravlere? The tire that ran
in 'hie eineve vae not the aortal atuff of
tear that dron hi• opponents, but vae rather
born or all the cold 7eara and cold dreue
be7ond count. Be vaa drinn b7 the chill,
certain knowledge that thi1 va1 hi• laet
action upon the vorld that could enr c~ge
that vorld.
The deatbca1ter pistol was aekev in hie
hand, the burnished and inlaid butt tviated,
the polished barrel aia-aiaed.
It discharged
then, the aagic or it• ainor cur•• lancing
avay into aidair.
On the icy flags of the floor of the
hall, the ghost etood patientl;r, bar eyes aere ehadove in a cool;r pboapbore1cent race
- turned quHtingl;r upward to the balcozi;r.
It alaoet eeeaed that the did not vatch, and
that her ebadovr eyes did not eee, but that
her resigned attention va1 dravn b7 another
racult7 altogether.
Th• all-•ncoapaeeing
illusion that ebe, unlcnoving, bad dravn onr
bereelt vae n.nilhed, although in her
diecorporeal 1tate, no HnH of bevilderaent
reaained to her, only a 1hoet'1 tiaele1e and
eapt7 di1pauion. She vatcbed, UD110Ying,
eyee that vere not eyee bent upvard tovard
the epectacle.
The thick vood of the railing bent
outvard, cracked, eplit, and tvo bodi••
pluueted benil;r to the pa.Yee. A third
dropped llchtl;r after thea.
•Qo to hert• Duncan vept, hie coapoeure
•battered, the great tear• or ehaae •licking
hie lean race. With hie laet aeuure ot
strength be betted Daran and elung hi•
avkvardl;r to land at the reet or the gbo1t.
Then he, too, fell to the floor, eobbing
open.l;r, hi• reaoree not for hie betra7al or
hospitality but tor the dropping of the
ehielde or etoic coapo1ure that bad all this
tiae defended bia. Be retained enough aenee
or purpoee, purpose the reason or vhicb wae
be7ond bia, to vh11k Caroline to the floor
vith hia; pulling her dovn b7 the.legs,
eo
that ehe aigbt not interfere. Be held her
cloee, and wtted her vith hie tear1, and did
not releaee her for all her atrugglee.
!Mran bad been bruited b7 the fall troa
the balcozi;r. Bruiaed and _,be aore. Be 1&1
in a heap on the rouch and cold etonee, and
before hi• face vaa the pus7 tila, finer
•pun than •ilt could Her be, tila that vaa
the dreH and the etutf both of the watching
gho1t.
Sh• turned her race alovl;r dovn to hia.
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1&v that ber .,. .. wen ah&doved
\Dl}71eaaant17, and that t.broqh the
inaubat&ntial tranaparenC]' or her race, the
HrHt hint VH Tiaible or the ahape or the
bone• or her head.
•BaTe you returned, W1 Ro?'11 .. id ehe.
"I ban dreued that I danced vith ye.•
Perhape Daran alone heard the TOice, •o aort
it vu. Be waited •otionleu17, unable H 1t
in a dr... to edc• avar •
She looked tull upon hia, and he kn•v
that the race •h• HV va• not hie.
•Co••
alolli, then, Ror'1• Ve ban a Journe7 to do.•
Uncertainl1, ah• bent, reached ae it tor th•
upatretcbed hand other lo•er, halting in
8ild, unco•prebendinc contu.ion vben no hand
va1 proffered.
Daran ehook the nuabneu troa hie 81nd,
and •o•ed elovly back aero•• the pavee,
rising eo
gently to hie lcneee. The
1hoet followed, slightly bent forward,
•o•ewbat or bevilderaent •bowing in her face
that vae no face. Daran felt etrongly the
power or her, and there grew in hi• the
eon•ietion that it vae death to touch that
outetretebed hand. Be kept hiaeelt eaartl.7
ava,y fro• her !loving ekirte.
Thu• occupied, he vae the laet to•••
the appearance of lenneth HacGill'• ovn
glovillg epeetre upon the balcon,y.
Reither
Carolin•'• eharp releaee or inheld breath,
nor Duncan'• ceeeation or hie broken,
near-eilent sobbing, caught Daran'e attention
away fro• the coapelllng thing before hia.
When the young voaan'a ghoet stopped and
looked up, hovever, Daran roee to hie feet,
backed eafely avay, and folloved her pze.
"Oh, lenneth ••• 11 he •uttered.
lenneth'• ghoet, gloving but dial.y
coapared to the strongly gl1aaering ghost of
forlorn Laura, eeeaed unsure or hov to
deecend to the hall rloor.
Soon, he aoved
back, deeper into the great houee, only to
reappear after 10•• 81nutea at the
rloor-leTel door at the ball'• far end.
There followed an al•oet coaedic
roundelay. Laura eought to coae eloeer to
De.ran in a•oidance ot lenneth, vhoa 1he
eeeaed to tear. lenneth advanced upon her
douedly, no expreeeion upon hie face. De.ran
aeeiduouel.y worked to avoid the• both.
Duncan feebly reeieted Carolin•'• endeavor•
to tree herself; in another aoaent ehe
11&n&ged to break hie bold on her, and tlev to
De.ran'• aide.
A aeene uneeen pla7ed iteel! out, ae
Ienneth and Laura looked at one another,
theil' faeee clouding oTer l1ke ebadove acroae
the aoon. The7 approached one another.
She curt1ied to hi•; he boved to her.
lo tacee upon the•, the7 took one another up
into the dance. The waie, •ore etronglJ'
than •••r, !loved up into a 1tron1 ainuet
•Hto10, and the two po1te llowl.7 took one
round ot the tloor. Upon the ti.n&l chorde,
the7 1tood ai:-rt, and vinked out 11.ke

.-.,.µ

Da.ran

••ry

oandl••·OnlJ' De.ran

bad heard vbat they bad aaid

to one another.
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Vith th• Coa1nc or th• onrcaat 11.cht or
~.late in the cold northern 110rninc, Lord
Duncan'• tao• bad re1uaed the bard lin•• ot
dour diapauion that had dieticured hi• ror
hie~
yeare. •They are to1ether, and I'll
la, that th•1'll nenr return. 'Tie Hid
that ghoet1, their coapul1ion• .. ti1tied,
•o•• on to the heaTen or hell that 11 their
due. In either eaae, ahe ie nov
lo other vorde vould he ea,, and hie
e7H vere bard &1 he uahered Caroli.ne and
Daran out the door. The7 vaeted no tbe in
Mking ror the road that would take thea tro•
hi• landea they n•••r returned, nor aav
Duncan McCorrie acain•
•oh, De.ran,• Caroline eaid at laet, eoae
hour• after. 11Vae that a h&PP1 ending, or
vae it not?" She receiTed no an1ver troa
bia.
Later 7et, 1be •poke again. "Thi• 1e
how
it; tell•• it I'• wrong.
•She recognised hi•, vrongl.7, ae her
loat 7oung un, vbatenr hie n&H aight haTe
been - "
11Ror'1•"
Daran li1hed. 111 thought that
I heard h•r call h1a 1Ro?'11'
but only at
tirat.•
Caroline took hie band. •tou'r• a
HneitiTe.
Iou likely did hear it, 1t 7ou
t.h1nk 7ou did. ind, l1kel.7, he thought that

fr••·"

I•••

8h8 Val

hit Mar)'• 11

Ber Toice tripped on, l11htl.y, ••it 1he
weren't 1pealc1.nc to De.ran but to herHlf upon
the vindavept field. 11.Eaeh thought that the
other vae hie and her ovn lon, and ao Mch
vaa b&pp7.•
Daran plodded along beeide her on the
na.rrov rut or a road, and enn through the
hMvineea ot hie heart, he loTed her ae he
neTer had before.
For her cheer faltered, a• he bad knovn
it auat. "But that'• not ri1ht, ie it? If a
MD and woaan ver• to die, Mch 10 tar 1unk
in ·a deathbed delirium, each th1nk1n& the
other hie and her true loTe, that'•
1o•ething. There'•. ireat deal or co.tort
iD lcnovinl that IOHOD9 hal died ••• died the
right va,y.
•But once d•ad? With their 1ho•tl1
1pirite entirel.7 bent upon the coal or
rewdtinc vith one 1pec1tic aoul? Ie it
ri1ht that the7 depart ao utterl.7 deceiTed?•
1110,11
De.ran an1vered fi.n&ll1• •That
would ban been vrolli• It would ban been there are no word• - 10 totall1 vrong, 10
oompletel.1 acainlt the J'e&IOnl that &hoete
are allowed to ex11t •••
•Por 1t a an die1 deceiTed, ae 7ou
augp1t, the illuaion i• diapelled
iaediatel.y 1D th• elar1t7 or t.he atterlite.
But for a 1hoet to be deceiTed ••• that •a:r
well ~ eternal. ind 1t would be a tragedy
be7ond our abilit7 to concei••·"
Be aailed, hie !ir1t open expre11ion of
hie noru.l airth tor a loll& tbe.
•But
that'• not vbat happened.
"The nil ot deception that ehe'd been
oaeting upon herHlf vae torn utterl.7 ·~·

She eav, tor the rev ao•ente that her 1ho1tly
atrength held her here, that lennetb vae not
Rory, and he nv that ahe vaa not Mary.
•In a tarevell t.o •ortalit7, th•1
allowed th•••elTee a !in&l dance, one huaan
being vith another. J.tter her cent\117, ahe
dHenee
that. And lennetb, t.oo, 1e - vae
- a tine enough person t.o villinc~ uant
her that ... u coatort, and t.o
in u.•
Be atraichtened h.1• ahouldera, a• it
relieTed Of a ueat burden, and breathed
dHp~ or the cold upland air.
•Kore than apeech, or art, or 8'\llic, or
varcratt, that 1e vb&t
ua huunt juat
beinc ~'
one t.o another, in thie briet
apark ot lieht ve eh&re together between the
tvo •ncul!ing darkne11e1.
•We're huaan it ve can be gentle, nov
and age.in, in thle lite.
•0r,11 he added, vith a ead ••ile,
it."
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The cover drawing by Signe Landon is called
"Barbarian Lord,• and it first appeared in
a zine called THE CLIPPER TRADE SHIP.
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Two Poems by Jo Anna Dale
Something in the Fog
There is something in the fog
There are the sounds of footsteps
Squelching in the mud.
Its soggy tendrils reach out hesitantly,
Drawing back and then extending again
To engulf the trees and grasses.
It breathes with a rasping wheeze;
The leaves are a paler green after it passes;
That which walks in the fog
Inhales nourishment-from the vegetation
Something alive is out there It vanishes when the sun burns away the fog.

Curling Beast
The devastation of the land has been completed;
Those who could escape have now moved on,
Leaving behind only the half-way living.
After the sounds of exodus die away,
A haunted figure in the mists,
Attracted by the agony of minds near-made,
Feeds on the sorrows of the living,
Drinking the eternal sadness of the night.
Unable to resist the cries of wretchedness,
Writhing in the smokeless flame
Rising from the torn souls below,
The curling beast twists in the heat.
It collects the mindless screams of the lost,
And devours the misery of the dying
Howling like a troop of black demons
Wuthering in the unforgiving night.
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EDfl'ING THE SKY
by Debbie Fersht

he train pulls up at 5:33. Footsteps rain heavly upon
the platform and flood into the compartments as If
sprayed from a fire hose. Commuters anticipating their
after-hours scramble for seats before their day blends
Into tomorrow morning's coffee.
I find myself crushed between a glr1 wtth frizzy hair
and a famllar~ooklng man with a briefcase. Probably an
executive.
"I'm going to get my Walkman," says the gir1. I'm too
tired for conversation.
"I'm on my way to my friend's house to pick up my
Walkman so I can tune out of this wor1d," she continues
with an exotic candor.
I smell her cheny gum as she blows bubbles Into the
long, unsuspecting yellowed hair of the woman next to
her.
'Wanna see me blow a bubble Inside a bubble? I can
do It," she brags.
Ignoring my lack of interest, she Inhales loudly, her
chest and cheeks expanded to full capacity. Slowly and
skfflfutly, she pumps her breath into the bright red wad
cl gum emerging from her mouth like a baby's head. Her
bubble recedes back into her cavity as she takes her next
breath In preparation for twins.
"Did you see It?" she asks proudly. "Did you see me
blow the second bubble?"
I shake my head.
"You just weren't paying attention. I'll do It again
later," she promises.
She digs her hand deep into her abused army bag,
which Is laden with pins of all sorts, pulls out a few foreign
objects, then ends her excavationwith a firm handshake
onto a Caramel bar. She bangs the Caramel bar against
the rim cl her seat until she succeeds in shattering her
meaJ Into chewable bits.
The famllar~ooking man across the way speedreads his newspaper up and down. Across from me I see
three sets cl eyebrows in a row, book-ended by a man
leaning against the partition by the door. I watch, as the
man's profile drops downward to the beat cl the sunset
The sky displays an arrogant disorganization.

T

est In your work."
"May your computer have an orgasm," I curse sffently.
"You talk too much to your co-workers"- she was on
a roll - "and you must not bring your personality into the
office. There shoUd be a person for the office," she
directs her Index finger at herself, "and a person for outside the office," she points to the sky. "I don't want to
sound like a cdd fish," her eyes popped out at me, "but
that's the way we do things here."
She gulps the dregs cl office addiction as a concluding sentence, then takes her llpstlck, llpllner and hand
mirror from her purse.
"By the way," there was more, "by the way of general
comment," she persists, whUe lining her outstretched

"You're very disorganized." My thoughts return to
the work-Oay.
'We think you have potential here at The Company,• •
the Editor Informs me. "but you're going to have to show
some progress."
"I hate you," I think.
"You have to discipline yourself. You're too distracted by your surroundings; you don't show an InterTHE MYTHIC CIRCLE, #7 pg 13

lips, "It's my way c:A thinking," she pauses to apply the
lip~tlck, '1hat we keep this little chat private."
I follow my leader back to our office, saluting her behind her back, take my place at my desk, and steal an
Inconspicuous glance at my watch.
A fish comes up to me and whispers, "They treat me
like an animal here. Have you noticed?"
"No," I revise, "they treat you like a fish."
Judging by the rings around her gills she had become a fish long ago. They're all fish, I realized, swimming around In stale, bagged water. Every other Friday
they swim up to the surface for feeding. Some don't even
bother, they simply lie dormant on the bottom of the bag
and wait for the food to float down to them, In which case,
I've heard, they don't make It. You hear stories about
these fish who don't make It. They eventually float back
up to the surface and get scooped out. Just like that. But
what do I know. I'm the new gir1.
It's time. I remember to date-stamp the day and stuff
It In an envelope for the 5:00 mail.

•

•

•

An oncoming train jolts me Into 5:41. The glrf has her
head swung back and ls loading ketchup potato chips
down her throat.
"Scarborough, this stop. Scarborough."
I know that voice.
I open the door to my basement apartment and bury
myself In my subterranean lifestyle. I pick up crumpled
thoughts I had strewn across my rent~ue floor, along
with unpaid blls, and throw them tn the garbage. A spider
accompanies my hand, then scurries evasively away.
With mittens on my feet, I get Into bed and close my
eyes to flnd the day has conveniently condensed Itself
Into Chinese scrfpt I am the glrf downstairs. Tomorrow.
I chant to myself, I must remember not to let the new glrf
meet the glrf downstairs. A slx-year-old's piano version
c:A 'When the Saints Go Marchln' In" bangs above my
head.
I wish I had my Walkman.

•

.poem
when the phone rang, abulatif parker answered It. when spring came,
he wore shorts and listened to sheep bleating In the fields. when he listened carefully, he heard small flower buds bursting in the garden. when
the sky opened up and tiny green extraterrestrials began to land on his
driveway, abulatif knew some Introductions would be In order.

If you look In the mirror for long enough, he told them, you see pablo
picasso. sometimes you see marilyn monroe In a glass c:A water. you
see small birds nesting In trees, the body c:A your lover sleeping. you
see ramps when the highway closed for the weekend, the sun sinking
over water. when the phone rings, he explained, you answer It & when
spring comes, you are in another world.

gary barwin

You don't have to suffer to be a poet. Adolescence is enough
suffering for anyone.
-- John Ciardi
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THE FLEEING WOMAN
by Wil1iam Saxton

yt would have been charftable to call him a trader, or a

be no way In. The rooms were arranged around It so

I.wandering handyman. It would have been just as true
to call him a bandit, for he as often took work on one side
of the law as the other, at least partly for the excitement.
This did not make him a hero. Bandits are not
gentlemen.
But there was something odd about him. Others In
his trade (or trades) did not leave a lucrative situation unless the law required It. But though he enjoyed the game
of bargaining when both parties lied freely, and the allnight life of taverns and gambling houses where no
woman's virtue was safe, he felt more at peace when he
was away from the petty business of the smug llttle
townships, whose power ended a few mUes from their
walls, out where his only dealings were with bears and
wtldcats. There. In the wilderness, one could find secrets
of clvillzatlons long gone, and even older secrets of the
earth herself.
In a tongue of the Great Northern Forest that dips
southward Into the plain about a hundred miles, there Is
a ruin. None of the locals know how old It Is, for there
are no locals. Our bandit/trader found It on an ear1y
autumn day, when the trees that grew In Its great collapsed houses were red and gold. He shot two squirrels
(fat, healthy squirrels, big as rabbits) and set up camp In
what had once been a garden.
He found he had come in the back. The front face
of the palace (if that's what it was) looked eastward with
two great towers that looked not forbidding at all. The
walls that joined it came down In a smooth curve on
either side and rose back up to the next turrets, which
were crowned with benign gargoyles; the Impression
was not so much of defense as decor: a hint. perhaps,
of some gentle decadence In a forgotten era of peace.
And so It was all through the palace: walkways bounded
by crumbling stone latticework that should never have
held together at all; terraces; fountains stm beautiful
though completely dry; elegant marble statuary, some
life size, some not. It was one of these that caught his
eye, though he could never find a way clear to It It was
a glr1, clothed In elegant but wet finery, running through
a pool from an unseen pursuer. (The pool, at least. was
real.) There was a jewel in her navel and a ring on her
finger, and terror In her face. But she was very beauti-

that It was UfYeasonably hard to trace the wall that sur-

ful.
At night she moved.
It must have been the moonlight. At night, the colors
fade, and the eye Is deceived ... the trader slept deeply that night, dreaming heroic dreams.
The next day he set out to find a way to the pool, If
only to take a much-needed bath. But there seemed to

rounded the pool; there were no doors, or none he could
find, and the top of the wall was uncharacteristically
smooth, with no smllng gar~es and no stone Illies.
But the palace was bowt shaped, with the pool as a low
spot In the middle, so that one could see It from any point
on the outer walls. Puzzling. Pemaps there was great
treasure hidden within.
The trader wasn't much on great treasures. They
tended to get one klled.
But by moonlight things looked different.
There had to be a door somewhere.
He was
tempted to go down In the night and look for one, as
though It might have appeared when he wasn't looking,
but he feared what he might find there.
If he strung ropes from three towers (or even two)
directly across the protected pool, he would be able to
drop himself In the enclosure. But he might be trapped,
leaving his skeleton to pollute the pool's pristine beauty.
He slept once more, ftlfully, dreaming of a woman who
cried for his help whMe he stood paralyzed.
Daylight found him buHding a ladder - a ladder with
a wide, heavy base to keep It from sliding on the smooth
walls. Later he moved his camp to the shadow of the offending wall, to lend added security to the night's quest.
By sunset he was ready. The full moon rose just as
twllght deepened, leaving no time for darkness. The
trader climbed the wall and lowered himself down a rope
Into the cold fog of the enclosure, not yet daring to look
at the marble woman.
He was on a sward of thick grass that surrounded
the pool, which gave chAI wisps of fog to the breeze. The
woman was not the only thing In the pool: there were
bare platforms, and spraying fountains, and terraced
waterfalls fed from an unseen source. But the woman
herself ... It may have been more than just moonlight.
She was even more breathtaking, even more frightening
from the fear her eyes showed for whatever she fled
from. Yet she looked like the jeweled statue he knew she
must be. He took off his clothes and stepped In to wade.
His feet found no bottom, and the water was as cold
as salted ice.
The shock of the cold stayed with him. But he left
the edge and swam to the woman. (She'd moved her
arm, he'd just seen It.) He prayed passionately that she
was a woman bespelled, for despite the cold of the water
he was Intoxicated with the desire of her. He wanted her
to move, to prove herself real, to be part of the first night's
dreams and not the second. His hand clasped her wrist
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lluslon.
He took the jewel from her navel, and worked the
ring free from her delicate stone finger. The cold had
In him that foolish part of the soul that gtves such torcaught up wtth him, and he was shtvering violently, but
ment. The lace, the dripping hair above the statue's
he made It back to the moon-Qrey strip of grass without
helpless face, all
dropping his meager treasures.
amazingly well
Once more he saw her move slightly. Yes, there was
done. There
magic Involved, though he'd seen no one around to work
~
might have
It. What reason could there be for a spell that gave to a
stone statue In an ancient ruin the seeming of a IMng
~'\ been magic lnv o Ive d.
woman?
There was
His best guess sent him back up the rope In haste
certainly
(though he was weak from cold) and out Into the famDiar
forest as soon as he could get out.
~\ .
Back In the empty ruin, moonlight shimmered on the
!\
marble statue as It had for thousands of years.
~~ \ ,
The look of fear on the statue's face had been con~ ~~
stant since the day she had been created; It could not
' ~'\
be changed. But Inwardly, In the corridors of her mind
~\.\
where her soul lay dreaming, she was content.
~~ ~
CMllzatlons had come and gone since her
~~
people were destroyed; another lifetime
~
~
could hardly matter.
~ · \
Someday, a man - someone
\~
like the trader, but different - would
\.
come, and kiss her stone-cold lips,
~ "'and set her free.

and felt smooth marble.
"It's only a statue," he said. He flung a curse at
whoever had done this thing - had cruelly reawakened
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by Gwenyth E. Hood
he Goddess Nilhima marked me with the gift of the

T Seventh Level when I was just a boy. This great honor

is given only to a handful in a thousand years, and many
people, I am told, lie awake at nights tormenting themselves with desire for it. But they are foolish. It is not from
stinginess that the Shining-gods ration out their gifts so
sparingly. Truly, indeed, I doubt that anyone who understood the gifts of the Hadorvacheu would dare to accept
them. They are precious, but they come with perils that
no human being could willingly choose to face. Could I.
should I, have accepted my destiny knowingly? The
question Is pointless. I was hardly three years old; I did
not weigh consequences. I only loved the sweet HealerGoddess as she showed herself to me, and I gave her
the welcome she deserved. Who could have done less?
Thus my life was shaped.
When the Maiden-Goddess came to claim me, she,
In her unassuming way, crept into a deceptively ordinary
dream. I was playing by the seashore, as I often did In
waking life. The cliffs, honeycombed with many caves,
loomed high above me. Behind walls buUt partly upon
them lay Prince Marhemet's palace. as In waking life.
In waking life, my father was the Prince's steward. I
had been born In the Steward's mansion within the
palace precincts, and often my nurse Zusanl took us
chldren outside the walls to play by the seashore,
though not by moonlight as in this dream.
In the vtsion my sister Loml. her white bathing dress
floating about her knees. was running beside Zusanl farther up the beach. I had been left alone to add some
western turrets to our sand castle. But soon I looked up
from my play and found a beautiful lady standing on the
breaking waves before the shore.

The moon shone down upon her, wrapping her in a
mantle of soft light. Her dark eyes glistened gently. Her
raven hair shimmered under a crown of tear-shaped
diamonds, sparkling by their own light. Her robes were
sea-green all over, In the simple style which my people,
the Archaic Satrlans, Insist on. But on her breast, where
Satrians would only be allowed a single jewel, she wore
a duster of large pear1s and rubles Intermingled, in a
trefoU brooch. Such adornment. as the taspestries in our
household ciear1y showed, was only proper for divinities.
The hem of her mantle was embellished with a lacy band
of velvet which blended so subtty with her mantle that it
was not easy tell where the solid color ended and where
the lace began. Her naked feet hardly grazed the crests
of the waves. Yet though the foam swelled and subsided,
she somehow remained at rest In her own divine
balance, which does not depend on the elements of the
human work:t.
Long before I had taken In all these details, I had
recognized the gentle Nlhlma. Who else wears a crown
of tears? Delight overwhelmed me. NRhlma was my
favorite of the Shining-gods, and I never tired of hearing
her story. h touched me deeply that she alone, of all the
children of Faravacheu. had dared to pursue the
teacherous Otter-god, Yortnovachu, when he stole the
Web of Destiny and dragged It Into the Underwor1d.
When Zusanl or Loml told me how the hellish spiked
stones of the cavern floor had torn away her sandals and
shredded the soles of her feet. I cried as If my own feet
were bleeding. But NUhima did not tum back, that tender
goddess who had never before felt pain. On she went.
searching flllery Inch of the Inf emal pits for every last
strand of the scattered Web. Her bloody footprints
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marked each bypath of Chadudama, and tears fell continually from her eyes when she saw the torments that
the Shadow-gods devised for us humans.
When Zusani reached the part where NDhima falls
dead from exhaustion at the very base of Chadudama,
clasping the rescued Web of Destiny to her breast, I too
felt as if I were dead. But rescue came, and when her
brother, Mutur the Just, brought her triumphantly back
the the land of the gods, all my sorrow was forgotten. I
listened with boundless satisfaction as Faravacheu, the
All-Creator, turned her bloody footprints into rubles and
her tears Into diamonds.
So I was far from forgetting the crown of tears and
the sandals of blood-rubles which Faravacheu had
fashioned for her from the fruits of her own labors. In the
vision I stared down at the Lady's feet amid the lapplng
waters until I ce>Ud just make out the bright red which
clung to her soles as tightly as her own blood. I had not
really doubted that the sandals would be there, but It was
good to have the fUI picture. Surely I was gazing upon
my beloved goddess.
At the time, It did not seem strange that she would
come for me. I was a chsd, and being cared for by those
much greater than myself seemed natural. The Goddess
smiled and held out her hands, calling to me In the ancient tongue of the Satrians: lonethu, pa hari. That
means, "Little Ion, come to me." She used my secret
name, known only to my guardians and the gods.
I obeyed her, making my way from the sand-castle
to the borders of the shore where the groping fingertips
of the waves misshaped themselves and melted into
flowing sand. Her arms grasped me and lifted me lightly up, setting me down at last on a silken cushion In the
midst of a shell-shaped chariot. I had not noticed the
chariot before, nor the dazzling half-circle of swans
which surrounded it. Having placed me safely within, the
lady settled quietly beside me. As if at an unspoken command, the swans began to glide arrow-straight over the
waters, just skimming the crests of the waves. Drawn by
an invisible harness, the chariot flew so lightly after them
that you would have thought It was a grain of sand.
At first, I rode with the Goddess for miles and miles
over the dancing waves of her own seas, and no sight
could have been lovelier. Dolphins played around us
and fish with jewel-bright scales leaped in graceful arches over us. Once a salmon with ruby-scales on Its side
leaped right Into the Lady's lap and lay there, opening
and closing Its glls. I leaned over, breathless, and the
Lady allowed me to stroke Its side before she took It In
her hands and bent over to place It again In the waters.
But In the end we left the seas under her protection
and came to waters beneath darkened dark skies. Here
the swans flew up to some height above the crashing
waves, drawing the chariot after them. We were heading
toward a bay edged with towering grey cliffs. Below us.
snake-bodied and dog-muzzled monsters struggled In
the surf, half-lnvislble except when they thrust out their
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toothy jaws to seize us. But snuggled against the Lady,
I felt no fear of them. The swans' wtngs slackened, yet
the chariot hung In the air through some lnvislble power.
The Lady turned from me with a sad but resolute mouth
and fixed her eyes on the top of the cliff, which rose some
flfty feet above where we hovered. I followed her gaze.
Two men were fighting. They were not alike and not
evenly matched. One combatant was a tall man with
narrow shoulders. He wore baggy pantaloons In the Teccabl style; hls face was a smooth light brown. the color
of cedar. Suddenly I recognised him as Prince Bhonel,
heir to the Imperial throne. I had seen him once or twice,
coming to meet his brother-In-law, our master Prince
Marhemet.
His antagonist was one of my own race, a Satrlan.
He was a head or more smaller, a typical height for a
Satrian. Also he had the usual coloring for a Satrian, with
white skin, dark eyes. and straight dari< hair. But his face
was one I did not know. "Muroru," said the Goddess softly, and I shuddered at the name. It means "horrible" In
our tongue. Back and forth, back and forth the two
fighters surged and swayed, but the outcome was not
long In doubt. The Teccabl's movements were
frightened, jerky and uneven; he struck his blows wide
and repeatedly turned his head in the wrong directions
as If searching to find an Invisible opponent. The
Satrlan's movements were calm, serpent.lne and sure,
whether he was dodging or striking. He suffered not a
single hit from the Prince, and every blow of his own went
home just as he intended. Finally, with one light thrust at
Bhonel's unsteady knees, the Satrian sent him toppling
over the cliff. In the seas betow there was a great rattling, and suddenly the shore was lined with snapping
jaws as the monsters sprang out of the water In their
eagerness to seize him. But the Prince himself caught
sight of the Lady and stretched out his hands to her. "Nilhlma! Sweet NUhlmal" he cried. She reached out and
touched his fingers, and at that moment he stopped falling but was drawn lightly upward, shrinking as he did so
to the size of a baby. He waled bltterty at the strangeness of It all, but she held him In her anns and he hushed.
The swans' wlngbeat became steadier. We passed over
the violent seas to the peacefU waters, and then somehow we were diving, diving Into a deep tunnel, and yet
there was brightness all around us. The Infant who had
been Prince Bhonef lay sleeping on NMhlma's breast
For me that dream ended without a clear border and
I drifted from It Into common visions. I awoke the next
day feeling unusually energetic and cheerful. I did not
think about the dream, but It affected my behavior, just
as the removal of a cataract affects someone's sight
whether or not he recalls the healer's ministrations. All
Satrim wlsdom~ralnlng teaches perception, so that
dreams such as mine become more vivid and solid in the
memory as we age, Instead of fading away as they do
for most people. Of course, at that time my training was
hardly begun, and besides It happened to be a rest-day,
so my tutor did not ask me to recount my dreams, as he

would have ordinarily. Still, a true-dream of the Goddess
Nlhlma makes Itself felt anyway. Now and again whle I
played, dellclous and staggering new thoughts woUd

come to me. Scents seemed fresher and more delicate,
colors deeper and brighter, and the faces of my sister
and nurse more touching and lovable than before. Just
as I was sniffing at a jasmine arbor or chasing our longeared Satrian spaniel among the trees, I would suddenly stop In my tracks, tum away from what I was doing,
look behind me and laugh with delight I also sensed
some great danger hanging over us, but for the moment
It exited me Instead of frightening me.
In the middle of the afternoon I found a baby squirrel nested In one of the almond trees. At the sight of Its
small body cur1ed among the dried shrubs, Its eyes
dosed, Its haft-formed nose hidden behind Its tiny paws,
I was overwhelmed with such tenderness that I almost
felt I could not go on living. Shutting my eyes, I threw
myseff on the grass, put my hands over my head and
burst Into laughter which verged on tears.
This time my nurse swooped upon me, lifted me
from the ground and supported me agalhst her ample
hip. 'Why are you acting so strangely, little master? What
are you laughing about?"
Just feeling the emotion had tired me; I could not
express It too. I became solemn. "Don't you like me to
laugh, Mistress Zusani?" I asked.
"I love to hear you laugh, little master, but you do
not seem yourself today. You always were a merry child,
and a gentle one, but I've never seen you let a baby
animal escape before, not unless I stopped you. By now
you should have It In your hands and be calling for Lornl
to help you find a box. Why are you content just to look?"
I tried clumsily to explain It to both of us. "I saw the
Healer, Zusanl. She took me in her shell chariot with the
swans. A salmon jumped In her lap and she let It go."
A long pause told me that Zusani was startled. At
last she spoke cautiously, bending over to fix her eyes
on mine. "The Healer? You mean the Goddess NUhima?
You are saying the Goddess NUhima took you In her
chariot?"
"lekasse, my mistress!" I answered, using the emphatic "yes Indeed!" in my excitement. "How," she
asked, "did you know It was Nllhima?"
I was Indignant at her condescension. 'What other
goddess has a swan chariot?" I returned. 11Besldes, she
had the Crown of Tears and the Blood-Ruby sandals.
She took Prince Bhonei In her chariot when the evl
Satrlan Muroru pushed him off the cliff toward the
shadow-monsters."
Zusanl set me down. I felt alarm surging In her, but
she tried not to show It. "Sit by me on the garden bench
and tell me about this dream, little master," she said.
I did my best, aided by much coaxing and prodding
from her. When I had finished, she looked grave.
MSome parts of the dream were very beautlfU,
Jamun," she said.

Jamun was the name by which I was known to the
waking world. Among Archlac Satrfans, true names.
both famly and lndtvldual, are only spoken In private
during solemn ceremonies. It Is considered extremely
unfortunate If anyone but an Intimatefriend should learn
one's true name, for experience shows that gifts of wisdom on the fifth level and higher tend to run In families.
Were the shadow-sorcerers to connect our wor1dy Identities with the dream-shapes in which we exercise our
powers, few of us woUd live pest our youths. Zusani, of
course, knew my true name, for Archaic Satrlans chose
nurses carefully and chldren are not old enough to conceal such things. But she, like my parents, habitually
called me Jamun In private to make public slips less likely.
"I think, perhaps, that you had best not talk about
It." she said slowty. 'What you dreamed about Prince
Bhonel, do you know what that could mean?"
"That he Is safe with the Healer In her chariot. That's
good, Isn't It, Mistress Zusanl?" I asked.
Her eyes held doubt a moment before she looked
away. "There are many ways of being safe. Princes do
not desire them all equally." She sang softly, words from
a famllar nursery rhyme. I recognized It after the first line
and joined her:
Crowned with tears, ruby-shod
Lady of emerald seas,
Her footsteps bridge the Underwor1d,
Weaver of Destinies!
"Now," Zusanl said, "when you see someone taken
into the destiny-weaver'schariot, what do you suppose
It means, little Jamun?"
"Doesn't It means that the Goddess loves him,
Zusanl? She also took me In her chariot, my mistress.
What does that mean?"
At. this question, Zusanl's brows furrowed. "It was
oriy a mind-weave, of course," she said at last. "Your
mind made the Goddess NAhlma up from the stories you
were told. It wasn't a true-dream. You didn't really see
her."

I was too young to understand the technical distinction our wise-people make between alvanome (mindweave; dream-thoughts originating In the dreamer's
mind from things he has been told) and koshinome (trueweave; dreams in which the gods actually appear and
reveal hidden knowtedge). ff the stories I had been told
were true, woUd not my mind present the goddess correcdy also? Of course, I could not have explained this
Incorrect view dear1y then, but Zusani read my confusion tn my face. She spoke aloud to herself. "And yet,
the vlslon did change your behavior. Alvanome does not
change behavior, at least not usually ... Go and play
with your sister," she concluded, at last.
Happly I romped with Loml for the rest of the afternoon and forgot all about Zusanl's peculiar reaction to
the dream. As we were walking toward the mansion for
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supper, though, I felt a shock suddenly, like a cold draft
striking my chest. Only I knew It was not the air. I froze,
and I felt Lomi freeze beside me. Then from the other
side of the arched doorway came a harsh sound: a
woman's waA: Eu/ Eu/ Eyol Zusant knelt on the floor and
drew us up against her. I turned and searched her
anxious face. "Prince Bhonel Is dead," I whispered.
Her grip tightened. "Hush! hush!" she whispered.
The wooden door swung open and Tolomu, my
tutor, suddenly appeared. His was face taunt. He gazed
down at the kneellng Zusant, trying without success to
read the meaning of her position. "Have you heard? Or
not?" he asked grimly. She shook her head, almost Imperceptibly. He went on. 'WooJ has just come that Prince
Bhonel, the Emperor's heir, died this morning. It was
kept secret for some hours for political reasons. They
have just proclaimed It."
Zusanl waUed. "Eu/ eu! eyo/ He's the only good
man they had In that family!"
Tolomu looked away. "That's as the gods shall rule.
There's talk of shadow-sorcery. Muroru."
Zusanl gasped. The name was not strange to her.
"However, the maidservant who was beside him to
the end, testifies that his last word was the name of the
goddess NHhima. We know that Nathrl ls a trustworthy
one."
"I suppose," said Zusani bitterly, "that his devoted
bride, the Princess Wadinah, was not there."
"No."
"Shadow-slut!" cried Zusanl, as if forgetting our
presence. But we could not be forgotten long.
'Why wasn't she with him? Didn't she care?" asked
Loml, her eyes round and liquid.
"Hush, hush!" cried Zusanl, hugging us again.
"Prince Bhonel Is dead, and Princess Wadlnah Is alive."
Tolomu bid us a subdued farewell, and Zusanl
brought us to our nursery to dress us in the white garments of mourning. Our parents gave us a subdued
greeting, and then we went to the children's room to eat.
Loml cried and hardly touched anything on her plate. I
remembered how peaceft.i Prince Bhonet had looked In
NUhima's anns and cot.id not understand why everyone
was so sad, but out of consideration for their feelings I
tried not to be to greedy.
The next morning, when Tolomu came to the gallery to Instruct me, I noticed he had red eyes and a drawn
face. All the same, he opened with the usual morning
greeting. "Good morning, llttJe master. Tell me. did you
dream anything memorable last night?"
"Z&-ek, Master Tolomu," I answered, using the
drawled Indefinite Satrtan "yes'' which the northern Gauth
usually translate as probably; more or less true). Hf saw
the Goddess again."
"Again?" He spoke with more than usual reserve.
"Ze-ek, master. I think Zusanl told you about the first
time."
"Did she ten you that she would, little master?"
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"No, my master. But you look as though you know."
"So I do." He turned t!l.Wl.Y to gaze at one of the cltron
trees ttvough the pllars of the open courtyard. "And what
did you dream this time, little master?"
"She took me In her chariot again, my master. We
travelled a long way. We crossed from the emeMld sea
to other seas. dark and slaty where the waves were wild
and high. First they were as high as I am. then the wind
grew stormy and blew them as high as Prince
Marhemet's charger. I pressed close to her. Then It grew
even darker and the waves blew as high the palace, my
master. I could see many eyes staring
of the water
and big creatures longer than the orchards were crawtlng among the waves. They had teeth like dogs and
bodies like snakes except that they were furry. One of
them was Yortnowcheu, the Otteri1()d. but a lot of the
others looked like him. They wanted to eat me, but they
couldn't come near the Lady. Then behind them the sea
ended and there was the opening of a huge cavern. It
was the underwood. I saw It In the other dream too, but
didn't remember It dearty."
'Were you afraid then, little Jamun?"
"How could I have been afraid, my master? She was
holding me In her anns."
'What of Prince Bhonef? Did you see him again?"
"No Indeed, my master. She must have taken him
safely through yesterday. Don't you think so? That's
when we were diving through that tunnel. She came to
him herself, because he was such a good man and she
didn't want him to wander for even a moment In the dun-

w

geons."
"Oid you get that from the dream, or Is It your own
Idea?" He questioned me rather sharply.
I stared. Tolomu himself had told me that NMhlma
sometimes went In person, even now, to guide the spirits
of the dead safely through Chadudama. For since the
time when Yortnowchu and his shadow-minions distorted the Web of Destiny, there has been no straight
path for humans to the land of the Shining-gods.
Everyone must go though the underwortd first, following
the bloody footprints of Nlhlma If they ever wish to get
out. Some are not steady travelers and get lost there for
years. People who have learned wisdom and gained the
friendship of the Shining-gods have a much better
chance for a safe journey. The knowledge to search for
Nlhima's footprints, and sometimes the added gift of a
wise guide who has gained a diamond tear through extraordinary wisdom, Is all that most people hope for. But
the Goddess stll graciously attends to some In person.
I could not Imagine any other Interpretation for my dream
of Bhonel. Sensing my bewlderment, T olornu turned
away In chagrin. "tf you will have auch extraordinary
dreams, Jamun, other people besides me wit forget that
you are a orly chld. So, you enjoyed the dream, my

pupH?"
"Oh, zekasse, my master!"
Seeming perplexed, Tolornu dismissed me to the
seashore far eartier than usual that day. This puzzled me,

but Lornl and I had a pleasant time, at least during those

stretches when my sister forgot her duty to weep for the
murdered prince. (She remembered It about five minutes
out c:A fNery hour and reproached me for forgetting.) We
bultt an emormous sand castle, bigger than I was, and
stocked the wide moat richly with crabs and ciams and
minnows, only releasing them at the end c:A the day. In
the fNenlng when we were summoned home for supper,
I had completely forgotten the perplexity my dreams had
caused my elders. The sun by then was slnkJng skM'ly
In the west, painting the clouds many shades c:A pastel,
pink and rose and amber. The arched doorway c:A the
steward's house gleamed with reflected gold as Zusanl
brought us through It to our suite and Instructed us to
change from our sandy clothes to our white mourning
gannents.
Soon we were proceeding again though the courtyard on our way to pay our respects to our parents In
their formal dining hall before having our own meal In the
nursery. Just outside the door to the anteroom, however,
we found my ten-year old brother, Agun, dressed In his
own mourning white and staring glumly at the sky. Agun
was old enough to dine with our parents, so Zusanl
stopped and stared at him. "Master Agun, why are you
not yet with your parents?" she Inquired.
He tapped his foot restlessly. "Master Tolomu told
me to wait for him here."
'Well, then." Zusanl shrugged, unable to make
sense c:A this, and led the two of us through the arch and
Into the anteroom. I toddled obediently after her, hardly
noticing what went on around me, my thoughts fixed on
dinner. Suddenly I felt Zusani's hand tighten on mine.
She had stopped dead some five feet from the door,
aghast because she heard angry voices coming from
within. With the thrill of alarm, Lomi and I also froze and
pricked up our ears.
"I wish this hadn't happened!" My father's vOice
hissed with unusual distinctness. "It can bring nothing
but trouble!"
Tolomu answered in a lower register, but still more
loudly than normal. "Master, it must be faced. A gift like
that Is more dangerous when ignored."
"How can anyone be sure?" The tone challenged
hollowly but did not contradict.
"Perhaps you should talk to the High Priest-"
"Ferdreju is barely competent to handle his own affairs, and as for trusting him with my life-"
"Master, you are unjust I you inaglne Ferdreju
woUd aHow his polllical views to distort-"
Zusanl, who had stood paralyzed, suddenly
regained sett-possession and laid a hand on a sh<>Uder
c:A each c:A us. "Come," she said, drawing us away from
the door. "They aren't ready for us yet."
My mother's voice came from within. "Is that Zusanl
I hear'? Are the chidren out there?"
The nurse froze again, uncertain what to do. "Ze-ek,
my mistress," she said.
The door was thrown open, and my father stood

over the threshold, his face tense. 'Where are you going,
Zusanl? Come In at once." He withdrew.
Hesltantfy Zusanl led us In. Everything had returned
to apparent calm when we arrived. Father was seated at
the center c:A the table with Mother on his right. Tolomu
had moved, embarrassed, back to~ard the door,
preparing to fetch Agun. Mother had her eyes raised to
thecellng.
Father was doing his best to look composed. He
was a man c:A no more than medium height (even for a
Satrlan}, not quite five feet tall, with dart< hair and a small
pointed beard which he kept trimmed to a sharp point
and slightly coned. Being extremely busy and having llttte time for frtvollty, he usually wore the same gown every
day, a medium gray color with a single white diamond
fastened In a brooch below his collar. But today he wore
only the start< white c:A mourning. His pale face matched
the clothes.
"So," he said, managing a faint smUe, "you are ready
for your dinner, my chldren? Have you had a pleasant
day?" He looked hard at us, as tf damandlng a reply, but
since he had not designated a spokesman, neither of us
answered. Lornl shrank back against Zusanl, frightened
at the overheard quarrel, and I was too shy. Dinner was
the only time we usually saw him, and neither of us
wanted to ruin our chance to Impress him favorably.
My mother prodded gently, "Old you play by the
seashore today, Lomlethl?" she said, using the affectionate diminutive.
"Ze-ek, Mother," replied my sister, and gathering
some confidence she added moumfully, "Ze-elc Mother,
but we couldn't forget about poor Prince Bhonel and we
kept crying." Then she brightened without noticing the
Incongruity. "l caught six crabs though, and Jamunethu
caught two! We put them In the castle moat."
Mother nodded. Father said, "Yes, children, It Is better to go on with your play; It Is we who should be pitied
for the loss c:A our Prince Bhonel. He, no doubt, Is better
where he Is. Come. children, kiss your father and mother,
and then go and get your dinner."
Lornl went to him first, and then I, for our kiss. When
my tum came, he suddenly lifted me Into the air and held
me at the lfNel with his face. I gazed back at him, wondering whether I could comfort him. 'What was It like to ride
In the Healer's chariot, Jamun?" he asked suddenly.
"Splendid, Father!" I said.
"Truly?"
"Splendid!"
'Well, I'm glad to hear about It. For his sake," he
said. He kissed me again and put me down.
I was sent to supper without knowing what the argument had been about. But I did not worry. I thought I
felt a breath c:A fragrant air on my cheek, as If the goddess were beside me. and she told me that I would learn
tomorrow.
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THE TOBACCO SEEKERS.
Another Cherokee Tale Retold
by Douglas A. Rossman

The fire burned low in the center of
the low, earth-domed sweat lodge, but still
the seven clan leaders had not determined the
best way to deal with the awful threat that
loomed like an ever-growing thundercloud over
the heads of the Tsalagi people.
The sacred
tobacco, which had served such a vital role
in their healing ceremonies, was gone.
Their
only plant had been carefully tended in a
small but special garden plot outside the
lodge of their spiritual
leader, the Uku, but
three nights earlier it had disappeared-roots, stem, leaves, and seeds--and the
tribe's supply of dried leaves was used up.
The conjurors were helpless and their fellow
tribesmen, who depended on them in times of
illness, were on the edge of panic.
Indeed,
Night Wing, an elderly member of the Bird
Clan, lay near death, yet seemingly nothing
could be done to save him.
"We know that the tobacco grows
somewhere east of the mountains, .. crie~ Fish
Hawk, •tor it was through Hickorynut Gorge
that the wandering Tagva brought the first
leaves and seeds to our people many winters
ago ...
·aut the Tagva and the Taalagi are
sworn enemies now, .. growled White Wolf, .. and
the Tagva are so strong and keep such a close
watch on the lover end of that gorge that ve
could never hope to send a var party through.
Our warriors would be slaughtered as they
came out of the gorge.•
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•rt they even got that far,· mused One
Antler of the Deer Clan.
•itemember that the
Little People who live in the gorge hate us,
too. I would not be surprised if they were
the ones who stole our tobacco plant.
Who
else could have taken it from the middle of a
stockaded village and not left so much as a
footprint? ..
Muttered agreement and nodding heads
followed this statement.
·Perhaps,· offered White Wolf, .. where a
var party cannot go unnoticed, a single man
can. I will send a messenger to my adopted
clansman, the great conjuror Groundhogs'
Mother, who is seeking visions on the Shining
Rock. If anyone can succeed, it is he ...
•Groundhogs' Mother would be best•
agreed Fish Hawk.
·aut if we must wait for
him to return from the Shining Rock, I fear
it may be too late to save my clansman Night
Wing.•
Just then the deerskin that covered the
entrance of the sweat lodge was thrust aside,
and a young warrior entered.
·1 apologize to the elders for
intruding on their council, but I have been
waiting butside all night for thea to decide
how to get the tobacco that will save the
life of •Y aother's brother--and it seems all
they can do is say 'Wait for Groundhogs'
Mother.'
Fish Hawk is right; Groundhogs'
Mother might not get back in time. I ayself
will go •••
now, at once.
It is my

right~and my duty~as Night Wing's nephew.·
Amidst the ·uproar that followed this
declaration,
Fish Hawk's voice had a calming
effect.
•you do well to apologize for
interrupting our council, Brown Bat, but vho
among us has so cold a heart that he vould
de11&nd the rules of courtesy be followe4 at a
time like this.
Your uncle ia my kinaman,
too, and my fear for him can be little less
than yours.
And yet •••
my heart tells me
that if you enter Hickorynut Gorge, I will
never 1et eyes on you again.
It would be a
bitter thing for the clan to lose you both.
I beg you stay, be patient, wait.•
·1 respect and admire Fish Hawk, as do
all members of the Bird Clan, but this is
something I have to do. Pray to the 'nlunders
for my success •••
but if I don't come
back, ask Groundhogs' Mother to seek ay
bones."
_
Having said this, Brown Bat emerged
from the sweat lodge into the grey light of
dawn, took a deep breath of the misty air,
and then trotted briskly eastward to meet his
destiny.

* * *

•you should never have let him go,"
exclaimed an agitated Groundhogs' ,Mother.
•Brown Bat ls a fine warrior and probably
could slip past the Tagwa, but only a
conjuror could hope to pass unseen by the
Little People in the gorge.
And they are not
like the Little People who live here in our
mountalns--pranksters
who mean no real harm.
Tho1e who live in Rickorynut Gorge are
twi1ted, evil.
They will kill Brown Bat if
they find him.·
·1 a1ked him not to go,• replied Fish
Hawk 1adly, •but his mind was made up. And
can you really blame him? Night Wing is his
uncle, the one who taught him everything he
knows about hunting and fighting •••
about
what it is to be a man. None of u1 could be
sure that Night Wing would live until your
return~it is a wonder that he still does.
Brown Bat felt he had no choice but to seek
the tobacco.·
Groundhogs' Mother held up his right
hand. •peace, Fish Hawk. I am not ao much
angry at you and the other elders as I am
feeling guilty about not being here when I
was aost needed.
But feeling guilty does not
help either. Let me go into the sweat lodge
and look into the Uluhsati to see what has
happened to Brown Bat.
Then ve will know
vhat aust be done.·
nte conjuror bent down and, entering
the sweat lodge, seated himself cross-legged
by the small fire that burned in the center
of the lodae.
He stared into the fire·for a
long time, relaxing his body and driving out
the tangle of thoughts and emotions that
assailed his mind.
When a calm had settled
over him, Groundhogs' Mother removed from its

wrappings the magic crystal he had taken from
the Uktena, the great antlered serpent.
Holding the crystal before him, he 1tared
into its depths while focusing all his
thoughts on the image of his friend Brown
Bat.
For a moment nothing happened, then a
streak of red appeared in the crystal, a
streak that grew and spread until the entire
crystal gloved like a ruby.
A groan escaped from Groundhogs'
Mother.
·ue is dead, he is dead!
The Little
People have killed him··
His body shook with
grief for several minutes, then anger filled
him.
·1 will finish the task Brown Bat
began.
And after I have done this, I will
teach the Little People what it means to har~
a Tsalagi."

* * *

Seated in the shelter of a small grove
of trees just to the west of Hickorynut Gap,
Groundhogs' Mother extracted the skin of a
mole from his medicine pouch and placed it on
the ground in front of him. Unwrapping
the Uluhsati, he held it up toward the sun
and began to chant a power song.
As he
finished the fourth verse, the conjuror
sensed that his body was beginning to shrink.
At the end of the seventh verse, he found
that he had taken on the form of a large
mole.
Blinking in the glare of the sunlight,
the mole that was also a man burrowed swiftly
out of sight beneath Hickorynut Gap and
toward the gorge walls that lay beyond.
Although Groundhogs'
Mother could burrow many
times faster than an ordinary mole, the
journey was a long one and after many hours
had passed he headed toward the surface to
take his bearings and see how much farther he
had to go. Huch to his dis11&y, he emerged in
a cavern filled with Little People; upon
seeing him they screamed fiercely and
attacked him with clubs and sharp stones.
Be
plunged back into his tunnel and retreated
rapidly the way he had come with the Little
People in pursuit.
Any attempt to burrow a
new tunnel to the east would have slowed him
down enough that his capture would have been
certain.
Gr~undhogs' Mother finally
outdistanced his pursuers and, panting, ,he
emerged from the tunnel.
Resuming his
natural form, he collapsed the tunnel
entrance and sat back to consider an
alternative plan.
•clearly I cannot try to go underground
again. 'nle Little People will be expecting
me and I would never get through.
Perhaps
through the air?
Yea.
But it will need to
be something small enough and quick enough
not to draw their attention or that of the
Tagva who guard the tobacco.·
Groundhogs' Mother reached once more
into his medicine pouch, and this time drew
out the akin of a hu1111ingbird.
Again he held
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up the magic crystal and again he chanted the
power song. A shimmering in the air •• •
and the man vas gone.
In his place there
hovered a tiny bundle of copper-green
feathers that shot straight up into the air
and darted through Hickorynut Gap and down
the gorge.
He moved so quickly that the
Little People never saw him at all, and the
Tagwa who guarded the tobacco plants saw only
a hummingbird flitting from flower to flower,
drawing its nourishment.
When their backs
were turned, he darted to the nearest tobacco
plant and broke off a small leaf, which he
placed in the tiny medicine pouch hanging
from his neck. In a flash he was gone and
speeding back up the gorge.
Again he eluded
the Little People and, crossing Hickorynut
Gap, Groundhogs' Mother stood once more in
human form.

** *

JCneeling by the sfde of the silent form
of Night Wing, watching the old man's chest
shudder as he struggled for breath,
Groundhogs' Mother was filled with pity.
'nlat Night Wing had survived this long was
more than could have been hoped for, but was
it already too late for even the sacred
tobacco to heal him? The co•1uror carefully
tamped the shredded leaf into the carved
soapstone bowl of his medicine pipe and lit
it with an ember from the sweat lodge fire.
Shallowly inhaling, he held the smoke in his
mouth, then blew it gently into the nostrils
of Night Wing.
For a moment nothing
happened, then the old man coughed slightly
and slowly opened his eyes.
A relieved grin
spread across the face of Groundhogs' Mother
and he squeezed Night Wing's hand. "Thank
the Thunders, he's going to live.
Give him
some broth now, and keep him covered against
the evening chill
but he is going to be
all right."
Outside the sweat lodge, the conjuror's
expression changed. Grimly he addressed Fish
Hawk, "Now that Night Wing does not need me,
I must go back to Hickorynut Gorge to punish
the Little People and see if I can find Brown
Bat's bones. When I was a hummingbird I flew
too fast to see anything of him."

anger drained away to be replaced by sorrow;
the wind was gone, leaving the aan to stand
grieving by the bones of his friend.
Groundhogs' Mother aat by the bones of
Brown Bat for quite some time, meditating.
He
was not threatened by the Little People, who
huddled terrified in their deepest caverns,
nor by the Tagva guards, who had fled before
the terrible windstorm.
Suddenly, acting on
an impulse, the conjuror unwrapped the
Uluhsati and held it over the remains of his
friend.
He fixed in his aind the image of
Brown Bat as he had last seen him, alive and
laughing.
A song of supplication came into
his throat, he knev not whence, and he
offered it up as a prayer to the 'nlunders.
As he sang, the crystal gloved--brighter and
brighter--until he had to close his eyes.
The seventh verse completed, the song died
away and with it the unearthly glow of the
Uluhsati.
Groun~hogs' Mother opened his
eyes, and there lay Brown Bat in the flesh,
blinking his eyes as if waking from a long
sleep.
Joyous was the reunion of the two

* **

Once more at Hickorynut Gap,
Groundhogs' Mother let his rage build as he
held the Uluhsati before him. As he chanted
he danced, and as he circled about the winds
began to build, swirling in toward him as if
drawn into a whirlpool of vhich his anger vas
the vortex.
His chant grew louder, the dance
circle tighter, and--at the seventh
rotation--he and the vhirlvind bec,ame one.
Rising up and passing over the gap, the
aan-vind whirled viciously through the gorge,
scouring the vegetation from its valls and
scattering rocks left and right and even out
through the lover end of the gorge. Suddenly
seeing a flash of vhite in the streambed,
his
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friends, and when each had related his
adventures to the other--and Brown Bat had
learned of his uncle's recovery--they walked
down into Tagwa ~ountry to gather as many
tobacco leaves and 1eeds as they could carry
away with them. None hindered them coming or
going, and when they returned to Tsalagi
country the seeds they planted flourished.
And so it is that the sacred tobacco grows
there to this very day.
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HEAD OVER HEELS
by H. Lovekin

T ouls had Just cut off the head and now he picked It
~p
by Its long hair, swinging It as he walked down the
road. The hair had been ci Invaluable assistance as Louis
struggled with the woman. A witch! Maybe. And If she
wasn't exactly a witch, well, he had grounds for
suspicion. Why wait to find our for certain; that was the
point. He'd heard rumors that white owls nested In her
chimney and even that wolves licked her hands. Worse
sthl, she had no kin - reason enough to grab her by those
long snaking locks and tug hard on them until her neck
was exposed and bent back. Hack! Hack! and the head
was off, swinging by Its hair at the end of his arm whAe
he walked along the road to town, where he'd collect the
witch's bounty.
So galy did he swing the head that he failed to notice
at once how It tried to elude his grasp. But in the midst
of a downward swing, Louis felt a tug from the head that
froze his merry gait. And then It tugged again, as If trying
to pull away from him. When he looked down, Louis saw
that coils of hair had wrapped around his fingers. But a
worse shock awaited him. The eyes that had been glazed
by death and left wide open In terror had suddenly cocked upwards, and ro« regarded Louis with a strong
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measured contempt. Tug! Again the head seemed to
be straining away from Its gaoler, and the cols cX hair
that tightened around Louis' fingers weakened his grip.
This Is how Louis later told the story, when he was
an old man, his bounty days gone forever:
'1 thought at first I'd just been J)Ullng the hair out
myself, from swfnglng the head 1.4) and down. You
wouldn't kroN It to see me today, but In those days I was
strong enough to smack the Devi's ~y snout, may God
save us aJI. So you can see that even a witch's head was
no match for me. I coUd ptJI their hair out by the bale,
and I'll call myself a llar In front d you roN If I haven't
yanked out great handfuls from even the most hell bound
hag.
"But when It rolled Its eyes up to me, I could feel my
soul trying to flee by rushing out from my heels. If I stood
my ground, my SC>U would have escaped and Satan hlmsetf would have been waiting, jaws open, to swallow It
up. Thinking back on It, I'm sure an angel saw my plight,
for my feet began to fly Into a dance to keep my sorry
soul within this body. Yet even as this blessed Intervention came, the head kept trying to Jerk around and curse
me with a glance. It's evil hairtrledtotrapme sol couldn't
avoid that damning gaze. I would have been claimed by
Its power If my angel had not frightened the head Into
trying to escape once and for all.
"With one more great heave, It pulled Itself free. Bat's
wings sprouted from Its ears, and with one more glance
back at me - the baptized SC>U It had tried to claim - It
flew away to an unknown filthy place, to bide Its time for
the less wary."
On the day Louis had run Into town like a foaming
berseri<er, two scomfU students were part ci the crowd
that listened to him tell d his narrow escape.
"Stupid ass," sniffed one as he swept his doak about
him In disgust. "He's so busy with God and the Devil fighting over his heels, he can't see he pulled the hair out hlmseff. Swinging a head by Its hair, indeed! Tugglngs.
Escapes. The tying fool simply doesn't understand that
the head's weight shifted every tme he pu•ed out
another handfU d hair." The first student ptJled a book
from his sleeve and showed his companion the proper
theorem demonstrating his thesis.
'1've no doubt that your mathematical deductions
are correct," sniffed the second student haughtly. "But
If you ask my opinion, I believe the oaf Is spinning this
yam to collect his bculty without proper evk:tence.
Whatever the reason, It appears that he's klled a witch
and left the head behind."
The frst student considered the validity of his

friend's theory, and Immediately drew up Its benefits and
drawbacks. If his friend was correct, then a witch's head
lay In the fields waiting to be claimed for a ten sou bourlty. A llttle windfall like that would purchase some cheer
for two poor students' Idle nights. On the other hand,
Louis was drawing a good-sized crowd with his story,
and the people seemed convinced he spoke the truth.
In no time, they would shut the city gates and not allow
anyone to enter or leave. If the students wanted to find
the head and daim the bounty, they would have to act
qulcldy.
The first student pushed his way through the crowd
and faced the blood-spattered Louis. 'What rubbish you
tell people," he sneered. "You've botched the job but
you'll stll want the ten sou. Who knows what trouble
you've caused the peasants or what harm you11 bring to
this town because of your cowardice? Which one of you
people has ever heard tell of a human sotJ escaping
through the lowest part of the body?" He faced the
crowd. which had grown silent, and looked as stem as
possible.
Cowed by the student's rhetoric, the crowd respectfully let the second student pass through to join his companion. Together they announced that they would find
the head and bring It back, first to demonstrate the fal·
slty of Louis' story • for they were scholars first and always sought the truth - and secondly to rid the
countryside of the supposed witch's remains. The
people set up a cry of alarm and begged the students to
remain within the safety of the town's walls. But Louis,
smarting under their accusations. encouraged them to
find out for themselves that witch hunting was no simple
task.
Without waiting another moment, the two students
set off in the direction Louis had described. The crowd
followed them to the gate, begging the young gentlemen
all the way to the portcullis to stay back. As the first student had predicted, the gates slammed shut behind
them. They were forced to shout at the top of their lungs
that they would return with the head before nightfall and
prove that the only evil afoot was a fool's lies.
The students had no trouble finding the stretch of
road where Louis had dropped the head. A traR of blood
swerved off towards the freshly plowed field nearby, and
the two readily agreed that Louis must have ftung the
head there in his superstitious panic. In a short time, the
head was found, and the sight of It momentarly overcame the students' arrogance and avarice. They

remarked on Its lovely face. and noted how Its hair spilled
across the furrows like mossy tendrils. The head had
landed on the stump of Its neck and Its dead, filmy eyes
gazed Into the tree branches as If calling the wasps for
a feast. The two dropped to their knees and kept themselves st RI, Inwardly composing odes In Latin as students
are wont to do.
Then, quicker than either could have Imagined, the
eyes blinked and cleared themselves of death's blindness. Oear and cold, they ftashed upon the students,
and the bluish lips curted Into a smile. A small tremor
shook the ground about them, and like a vile plant spurting up, the woman's body shot from the earth beneath
her head.
The students sprang up at this ghastly sight, having
only enough time to see the ragged red band around the
woman's neck, which set her head at a peculiar floppy
angle. Her smUlng lips drew back to expose a set of
lupine teeth. Simultaneously, the students recalled
Louis' loud story. and they began to frantically pound
their feet, which burned and tingled. But of course it was
too late.

When power leads a man to arrogance, poetry reminds him of his limitations. When power narrows
the area of man's concern, poetry reminds him of the richness and diversity of his existence. When
power corrupts, poetry cleanses
·
- President John Kennedy, October 26, 1963, at the
dedication of the Robert Frost library, Amherst College.
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SONNET FOR.A MYSTICAL SON
by Angelee Sailer Anderson
Children skipped from stone to granite stone
Around the grave, where, marked with Cross of earth,
Your gentleness was laid, when Glory shone
At morn upon you, crown of my art's birth.
Epiphany-conceived, as once the Star
That steered the Magi to a brighter Son,
You came too soon; you fled my arms too far,
Because your Father's business must be done.
And I must yield to ebb that follows flood
So nearly, reaping one for Heaven meant;
For strength is mine to bear the sundering Blood.
And I must trust your Lord in His intent
That death, which reigns where did my womb,
Is life's own King who lifts you from the tomb.
-- In memory of Gareth ("gentle") Dominic ("of the Lord")
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BLEEDING-HEART: A LOVE STORY
by Margaret Nevinski

,.....,he glr1 closed the cell door quietly behind her. From

.I. a small window near the celling, dim morning light
drifted Into the stone passage, guiding her way. She
ce>Ud walk this route in the dark, she knew it so well. Still,
she had to be careful on her daDy clandestine visit; it was
forbidden even for her, novice that she was, to leave the
cloistered cells of the convent.
Drawing a thin shawt over her simple, rose-colored
habit, the glr1 stopped to listen. From behind the cell
doors she heard the ever- present sighs -- high-pitched.
urgent, the whispers of women who have taken a vow of
silence.
As she tiptoed past, she detected another sound:
the rustling of starched habits and layers of skirts underneath as the sisters paced the narrow space of their cells,
their beads clicking between their white hands. She I~
agined a clean smell from the rooms, the fragrance of
freshly Ironed underlinen. The rustling of the skirts
released the scent.
Each cell door had an aperture with a latched cover
for passing necessities to the sister inside. Once. when
the gir1 first arrived, she was asked to help the crone who
served the food. As the small doors eased open, the glr1
saw the pale, holy hands of the nuns, each pair unnormly white, clean, with round nails like little shells washed
smooth on the beach. Even as the hands touched the
trays they seemed to be praying, playing out their passion for Him. Those hands were all she had ever seen of
the sisters.
When she reached Reverend Mother's cell she held
her breath. The venerable sister had the power to receive
her Into the holy order or send her home. The novice
wHled her footsteps quiet as she slipped past and pushed
open the heavy door to the courtyard garden.
Her velveteen slippers caught crystals of dewdrops
as she stepped across the tender grass. The smell of wet
earth and waxy-green foliage rose to her nostrils. There,
protected by the brick wall, the bleeding-heart plant
graced the comer of the garden; the plump hearts shi~
mered In the branches like glass beads.
As she knelt In front of the hearts the novice heard
muted whispers, and something else - she sensed the
eyes of the cloistered sisters on her rose-colored back.
She realized her careful journey down the passageway
was a facade, for each cell had a tiny barred window
facing the courtyard. But if she turned. she saw only
empty windows, half-veiled with Ivy. StAI, she knew the
eyes were there.
The glr1 began to pray with words she taught herself.
Help me, she beseeched. help me to be worthy of Him,
to love Him, to adore Him. She appealed to the pink

bleeding-hearts, amazed each morning at their perfection. Show me, she dared to pray to Him directly, show
me how to make Reverend Mother accept me despite
her mlsgtvings that I am too young, despite my parents'
hope that I wll love a mortal man.
Her feverish prayers turned her lips blood-red, her
dark plaited hair jet black, her mlk-whlte skin, thin as eggshell, brtght crimson. When she exhausted all the
words she knew, she lowered her forehead to the cool
grass, the only sound her holy breathing. She was
oblMous to anything but her desire. The noises of the
morning garden, the birds and Insects, slowly brought
her back. As a final gesture, she plucked a heavy pink
heart from the plant and cupped It In her hand.
Back In her cell, she genuflected before the painting
of Him on her wall. Removing the bleeding-heart she had
tucked In the frame yesterday, she offered Him the new
flower. The sad, bearded face didn't change. She
opened her cupboard and placed the bleeding- heart
with those lined up on her bed linen. The flowers had
reposed there for weeks, pink against snowy white, but
not one had wlted.
The bell range for matins, and she knelt at the side
of her bed with her prayer book. As she recited the morning devotion, the glr1 knew Reverend Mother was right,
that leaving her room showed she was not ready to be
fully committed to Him. Even though their cells were unlocked, the sisters remained hidden. ecstatic In their
solitude. They shared a secret she did not have, a secret
held In their hushed sighs.
One momlng, as rain saturated the garden. the
novice picked the last bleeding-heart. That night she
tossed In bed, restless, knowing she must do something
but not understanding what. She prayed a dream would
come. Instead, an Image floated In her mind, the sisters
lighting candles in their cells, keeping a vlgR for her
throughout the night.
Unable to sleep, she placed her feet on the cold
floor. Her body was stiff, heavy, the blood in her veins
leaden. ~ gauzy light fltered In through the grille she
observed her austere room. The only furnishings were
the narrow iron bed, one straight-backed chair, and the
cupboard. On the cupboard were her prayer book and
a porcelain bowl of water. The walls were clean, white,
and the floor was plain board. She Imagined being completely happy In this room, devoting her life to Him; she
almost cried out with the wanting of It.
She paced back and forth on the rough floor, then
fell to her knees before the window. Clasping the bars,
the glr1 Implored over and over, Show me what to do.
She rested her flushed forehead on the cool metal and
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peered below. Moonlight bathed the garden with a pure
radiance. The trees and bushes were heavy with the
lltany of whispers, which grew louder and more Insistent,
as If beckoning her. Something stirred In the garden, and
her heart quickened.
She began to dress hastAy, fastening the tiny but·
tons of her habit from neck to hem, tying her slippers.
She splashed clear water on her face and let her hair
hang loose. Her hands trembling, she Inched open the
cell door.
The passage was completely dark. At first she felt
unsteady and guided her steps by groping the stone
wall. The damp air pressed on her skin. The sounds behind the cell doors enveloped her and echoed In the passage: whispers, sighs, rustling skirts urging her on.
Heeding them, her body grew graceful, strong, gliding
quickly past Reverend Mother's door to the courtyard.
She entered the moonlit garden and crossed It light·
ly. When she reached the brick wall she gazed up. A
luminous aureole shimmered around the bleeding-heart
plant; the brlgttness forced her to lower her eyes.
Abruptly, the whispers stopped. SHence engtAfed the
garden. Slowly, carefully, she raised her head. There,
before her, stood Him. He wore a scartet cloak.
"Come," He called with outstretched arms, and as
she moved In a trance, burning with adoration, she
thought, This Is the vow, the ecstasy we sisters share.
She began to undo the buttons of her dress. As He
opened His cloak, bleeding-hearts spilled out. Flowers
tumbled from everywhere, hundreds, thousands, they
fell on the girt's shining hair, her white neck, shoulders,
breasts. As eyes fervent with prayer watched from the
cloister, she lay down on the bed of hearts.

: >/
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My favorite story was LONG AS THE RIVERS RUN
by Angelee. At times It was a little Hheavy" In places and
required re-reading for total comprehension, but
generally It was a beautifully written and moving story.
The first page literally made tears come to my eyes Q
guess I Identify with Susan In a lot of ways.:.). I also enjoy
Angeleeand Stanley's poems, and was wondering If Angelee Is English by birth?
A MIDSUMMER NIGHT'S DREAM was well-written.
but I think the change In viewpoints from the old lady to
the boy to the father ruined the continuity for me.
THE FIRST MAGIC was a fine short story. I enjoyed
It very much.
Kelly Scanlon's THE DREAMCHEST was another
favorite. One of the few fantasy writers who uses first person (and uses It well!).
Joe R. Christopher's A GREMLIN COMPLAINS (etc.)
was very funny and enjoyable to read.
I had a little trouble with the beginning of Michael
Koclk's story GUMBOOT CHARLEY ... If a story begins
with dialogue. I feel the speaker should be Identified In
the next line or two, rather than In the 7th paragraph. I
didn't know at first whether two boys or two men were
talking; I couldn't get a picture of either of them until they
were positively Identified as young boys.
Well, I think that's all I'll comment on, as I don't want
my letter to take up nearty a page (again). A few quick
comments on response to THE BONE CASTLE [MC#S].
Several people mentioned that they found the ending
rushed or somewhat out of character. Originally, I had
Celemon return to Tancred as she believed this the
honorable things to do. I changed It because I felt this
was too downbeat. I guess my first instincts were right!
I'm sorry Mary-Edith found llmarinen just another
"sword- slinger." I must admit I like S&S, and Aragom
was always my favorite hero... But llmarinen's not a
violent man; remember, he came to the Bone Castle unarmed. Also, he did not kill Mingor, which a true S&S
warrior would have. I was most pleased to see that Pat
picked up on "Castle Rysing/Rising." I take It she's talking about the castle in Norfolk, built by the de Albini family? I visited Castle Rising In 1984, and I guess the name
stuck. I tend to see my Rysing as similar. only larger and
with water In the moat.
Anyway. like I said, I'm not going to make this too
long. Keep up the good work!
Janet P. Reedman
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

Interesting comments about THE BONE CASTLE; as
I knOIN you've written other works about llmarinen, had
Celemon returned to Tancred it would open the door to
another story (or more) exploiting the tension of their triangle - perhaps you will still. You bring up an good point
re: GUMBOOT CHARLEY and early perceptions within

a story (or any piece of fiction, really); just like In REAL
LJFE, we only have one opportunity to make a first Impression and I think an author needs to be quite aware
of that as they start out. There have been times when I've
had to radically modify my mental image some pages
Into a piece and that can
the reader;
time the
reader is made to feel foolish, we risk losing them. But
I wonder what Michael's lrtentlons were in this Irr

anaer

any

stance ...
I'm glad we talked Stan & AnQelee Into letting us run
their poems (MC6); on one hand they're quite personal
but on the other -and I think, more Important- hand, they
Increase our sense of community: here's a little more irr
sight into two of our participants,just as you reveal yourself and (add to the community) when you LOC - thanks!
My thanks for the copy d THE MYTHIC CIRCLE that
you sent me - I thoroughly enjoyed Joe Christopher's
double dactyls and what of the rest of the magazine I
have had time to read.
My double dactyfs have been so responsive to particular persons and situations that they would not be intelligible to an outsider. However, I have one that Is more
general:
Mountain Meteorology
Look! Alto-cumulus
standing lenticular
clouds hang above
as we trudge up the trail
Fair weather omenswe gaze at them gratefully,
free for the moment from
fears of a gale.
My best wishes for your continued publication.
Mary McDermott Shideler
Boulder, Colorado

Sllllness! Silliness!
Joseph R. Christopher
Chose to foist onto us
Wonderful lines
Oh! Mythic Circular
ReceMng all of It,
Proves Itself full of ItOurs, yours, and mines
I was hoping somebody would respond with a
double dactyl! I guess we both failed at Joe's item E THEMYTHICCIRCLE
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the single word line. *sigh*

As long as I'm wrttlng, let me reply to someone's
criticism of my "The Secret Vice." (I'm sorry I can't give
his name) {It was Paul Rucker In #4}. Anyway, he was
concerned about two matters: (1) On the basis of Its German origin, he doubted the way that I had Tolkien sounding to rhyme with colleen. Actually, the name had been
Anglicized In Its pronunciation. Glen GoodKnlght check·
ed with Christopher Tolkien at Mythcon 18 and reports
In Myth/ore 52 that the famly pronounces It as a spoodee tall-keen. In my sort of light verse, that's near enough
to colleen. (2) My crttlc raised the question of the accentuation of S!odarin. saying It should be accented on the
second sytlable, not the first as I had It. I'm not enough
of a linguist to argue Intrinsically, but In Jim Allan's An.
Introduction To EMsh (1978), on p. 39, Allan Indicates
that the word S!odadn belongs to the Ouenya language
and that its primary accent falls on the first sytlable, with
a secondary accent on the third. Whether or not Allan is
right I don't know, but that's my authority.
I found myself wondering about Douglas A.
Rossrnan's "Song of the Spider'' in the American Fantasy
Issue. There doesn't seem to be any connection with the
Spider Grandmother of the Hopi creation myth, since
this Is not an emergence myth and the Hopi story is; but
still the use of a spider is Interesting. I did a rather unsuccessful (I thought) version of the Hopi legend a number
of years ago, printed only in one of the small circulation
chapbooks I was doing at that time. I've always meant
to get back to It, perhaps in the Kalevala meter.
Rossman's two-beat line works fair1y well (the opening
and closing unrhymed couplets seem to be longer than
two beats). Actually, I think I have mixed feelings about
his meter. I tried reading It aloud, clapping softly on the
two beats, and the poem read well. On the other hand, I
kept feeling when I read It sllently that English called for
a fuller development -a longer line, that is-- for a significant myth. Make of that what you can.
Joe R. Christopher
Stephenville, Texas

Joe Christopher was featured rather heavily in Issue
#6 (he sent so many Items with "American Fantasy" In
mind)· we should also point out that he was the recipient
of the 1987 Mythopoeic Scholarship Award for C.S.
Lewis, one of the books In the Twayne English Authors
Series. Congratulations!

I would like to make some comments on your Issue
#6 • IT WAS GREAT!! I partlcular1y liked ''The Dream

Chesr· by Kelly Scanlon and "Family'' by Mary Ann
Hodge. All the other stories were good too, and I wll
avoid any criticism since my ''Writing field" is in the borTHE MYTHIC CIRCLE #7, pg 32

ror market and uses a t~ly different set of rUes. The
artwork Is wonderf1', especially Tim C811ahan • what action, what realistic movement • WONOERFUU And, of
course, Death & The Gardener Is beyond words!! I've
been showing everyone I can get my hands on! But
please, please, don't begin using your CCNer as a show
piece for an Interior story! This Is, after alt, not a novel,
the CCNer shoUd reflect the 'mood and styte• of the entire publication, causing the reader to want to jump Inside to the stories. Also, this leaves the artist with the
abllty to portray his/her own opinions rather than simply bringing an author's words to life. Enough said on that
topic!
Finally, I am encioslng some "flllef''·type llustratlons ... you could use where and when you see flt ... I
we>Ud LOVE to see my work printed within a publication
with artists such as the C811ahans!
Cindy Rako
Brooklyn Pal1<, Minnesota
Cindy has done more than enclose "filler'' illos; she
did the pieces that accompany A HARPrS LOVE in this
Issue.

Dear Christine, Lynn, Bonnie, Tim, Stanley, Cynthia,
Pat. Joe, Mr. Harris, Char1es, David, Mary Ann, Doug,
Phyllis, Kelly, Laurraine, Ervin, Janet, Angelee, Mark,
Michael, John, Frances, Jason, Mary-Edith, WUma, and
Gwenyth.
Thank you for all your hard work In writing, drawing,
baking chocolate pies (recipe please!) and consuming
same, and especially to Bonnie and Tim for the printing
of extra pages.
The poetry of #6 did not, In general, please me as
much as wol1< published in ear11er edit.ions: this for
reasons I cannot exactly define. The one exception was
"Song of the Spider." "Adam on First Sight of Eve" Is a bit
loose: why Insert ·ihat", line 12 (apart from the fact that
It Is needed by metre and rhyme)? "some place" (1.4) Is
dialectical In the U.K, although I have heard It used by
educated Americans. Perhaps "somewhere" would be
better in this poem. The tone of "Enchantment Fades
AwaY" I find Inconstant
Doggerel catterell

Versifies Christopher
fine for him, DQ1 for me •
try how I can.
Dualling dactyls Is
over-exuberant.
(Sour grapes: the reason? my
poem don't scan).
I enjoyed all the fiction, finding "The Finishing Place"
best of all. Who Is going to publish "Where Legends

Live"? I was delighted at the return of Chae In "The First
Magic." Two quibbles: why doesn't he stutter when talk·
Ing to the Manlto's messengers? Why cannot "music"
pass his tongue -do you mean "song''? I liked "Gumboot
Char1ey Along Salt Creek" but felt that the ending was a
bit abrupt. The beautiful descriptions of scenery and
precise observation of the two boys makes this S1.0fY
memorable. "A Midsummer Night's Dream?" was well
told but left me wanting to know a little more about the
alien. I found the stylised dialogue of "The Shoreline
Map" strange, but not unpalatable. I found the wishing
scene rather confusing, as Lotta does not appear to have
made a wish. I would like to read more stories from this
land.
I looked at 'Death and the Gardner' before I read
"Maggie," so like creators, put the cart before the horse.
This really Is an upside down creation, as text seems to
llustrate picture, rather than the more usual other way
around.
Transmorgrlfication Is a "vulgar or humorous" word,
and would not, I think, have appeared In the pages of
such an august Journal as Mythopoeic American.
Metamorphosis? Transfiguration? Transmutation?
And talk of linguistic differences brings me to "long
As The Rivers Run." If Susan has become English by the
time she looks In her purse at LAX, she should actually
be looking in her handbag! (or bag, or shoulder-bag).
Making this alteration would be another sign of the
change back when she looks into her "purse" again at
the Inn. I think It would be more likely for Susan to be
born to an Englishwoman than to an Englishman (para
5, line 3) (we are rather traditional people). I appreciate
that this Is setting up Susan's meeting with her English
father, but think that some expression such as "born to
the hearth of an Englishman'' could have got around this!
Vester is only used in poetry, and Is a most odd word for
Susan's father to use. One thing puzzled me, when exactly does Susan know she will change again, and how
does she know this?
I felt there was potential for more development at the
start of "The Dream Chest." Why were the ethnographic
artifacts preserved? What did the author's parents
receive in her grandmother's wm? -1 presume the house.
As the furniture skipped a generation, did It leave the
house? A sepia photograph
Is brown, so the
grandmother's eyes are only known to be grey by the
author: the text doesn't make this cf ear. Finally, and this
shows me up as a real pharisee, I was disappointed In
the contents of the chest. I would like to have known If
they had any literary or artistic value (the ending seems
to Imply this) or spiritual importance (the appearance of
EJlel seems to Imply this) or some other value.
I have just one quarrel with "Another Point of Vkwl':
as an alive (and kicking) sufferer (and the "sufferers" In
Britain are arguing over whether we are sufferers or not)
of juvenle onset diabetes, I wonder how the daughter
could have died. If she has got to be diabetic (why not
change It to MtAtiple Sclerosis or Muscular Dystrophy?)

she Is most likely to die through medical malpractice or
In a hypoglycaemia- associated road traffic accident.
That out of the way, I can say I don't understand why
God stopped llfe. Is He really swayed by the opnlons of
his visitors?
Now, In reply to last time's LOCS. I'm afraid, John,
that the market for short fantasy pieces In Britain is virtually non-existent (If you want to get paid for them, that
Is). I have just, however, had a poem published In a
•straight" jOlmal. Trevor says that It Isn't a fantasy piece.
I say what else can a poem be where the "water runs off
the edge of the wor1<:f"'? So the opportunities don't seem
so limited for "crossover'' fiction.
I do not object to, remonstrate against, abhor, or
even good old An<;Jo- Saxon shun latinate poly-syllable
words when they are, to quote Coleridge, the "best
words.• But I stll do not think that "incarnate" was the
best word. The problem Is not the "eye" finding unacceptable that which delights the "ear," but the "mind" rejecting It. By the by, If I want to read for the "ear" I read the
polyphonic Welsh poetry rather than the plainsong of
most English writing.
"A llttfe more Insight Into The Gulde". I was delighted
that you read It, and took the trouble to comment on It.
It Is based, lAtlmatefy, on an episode In pwytl Pendeuic
Qwm • "Pwyll Prince of Dyfed" In the Mablnogi, a Middle
Welsh classic. I won't elaborate, because "The Gulde" ls
not a "guess who" quasi-translation. The only character
to come through my writing virtually unchanged Is Riannon, the lady on a horse. The key to the change was the
transformation from Pwyll, Prince, who Is partlcular1y associated wtth enchantments, to Paul who Is mentally Ill.
Are either natural states? I realise now that I was writing
too closely to Paul -his mind strooes- and I'm going to
see what happens If I strengthen the time structure.
Pat Reynolds
Milton Keynes, England
P.S .• I ~like e.e. cummlngs (probably due to reading
'my sweet old etcetera' In a school stock-cupboard at an
Impressionable age).

Provocative correlation: enchantments and mental
Illness. Hmmmm. (look, ma, no verbs!). A poem wherein
water runs off the edge of the world might simply be historical • you know, like ~Columbian?! There are also
"sufferers" of MS & MD (I know several), though probal>l't not as high a percentage as jwenlle diabetes sufferers (and yeah, I figure anybody wf1o has to inject
himself /herself Is stAfering! just Imagine how those
heroin addicts suffer ...). About LONG AS THE RIVERS
RUN, I'm not sure Susan does know when she will
change again; I figured she just when downstairs and it
caught her (as It did the first time) • oh, Angelee??
Now, for the coup de grace, here (well, you have to
tum the page ... ) Is a photo of Pat and Trevor standing
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in front of their lovely home In Milton Keynes, taken when
I was lucky enough to spend a night with them on my

trip abroad. They are lovely people, grow fresh strawberries, and make funny noises with thawing ducks.
What more can you ask for?/

My biggest pleasure thls Issue was undoubtedly
HUMANO ARBOREAL TRANSMORGRIFICATION by
Stanley E. Anderson. What a hoot! Absolutety appropriate, down to the last semlcaon and computer
generated diagram. What a pleasure to have our concept of "fantasy" stretched to Include this wonderful
spoof.
Question for Mary-Edith Bridge: In the letter column
you wrtte, "X can write well, but can lhe plot?" I think I
know what you mean, but am concerned abed the notion that good wetting abllty and good stOf)'telllng are
somehow two divisible things. Can you dartfy?
Note on the layout White space Is not a sin! Don't
feel obliged to stuff the end of each story or the comer
of each page with some kind of fllo. I love the overall
quality of the art and ads you run, but flnd the pages occasionally cluttered.
Thoughts on growth: Aa a wetters' forum, ~
shrud lncfude more nonfiction that is designed
specifically to help the novice fantasy wetter - Interviews
with professionals on their approach to writing, literary
reviews of fantasy books, artlcfes on the wetter's craft,
perhaps even a column which offers precise advice on
fantasy writing.
I'd also like to hear more from the editors on the purpose of the zlne, the process you go through In select&ng stories, common strengths and weaknesses that you
come across as you weed through submissions. Don't
be afraid to gripe a bit about what ls (or ls not) corning
across your desk. And please, take time to muse about
how your views on wetting, on fantasy, on editing, on art,
on poetry, are all shifting as you spend time putting each
Issue together. Longer edltorlals please - gtve us a peak
behind the scenes more often.

aau

The cover of Mythic Circle #6 Is splendid, and the
contents both substantial and varied. Some quick
responses:
THE DREAM CHEST featured some wonderful I~
ages and a compelling central character. I found the
emotional shifts jarring, though, and the wole thing I~
fused with a sense of self-Importance that the plot did
not seem to justify. Any revision should be made with an
eye to greater continuity and use of understatement.
A MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM? would have had
more Impact for me It If had consisted of just the first two
versions; printed side by side In two columns. Laurralne
Tutlhasl has a real knack for voice!
Joe Christopher: Thanks for introducing us to yet
another obscure poetry form (Keep this up and you'll be
giving PNH {Paul Nolan Hyde} a run for his money as
the MythSoc's official sllyman/scholar).
ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW exploits point of view
very beautlhJly! PowerfU story telling. Ditto for FAMILY,
a charmer from beginning to end.
My biggest disappointment was THE SHORELINE
MAP which Is 80 evocative, 80 rich In concept, and yet
so ungainly as a story. The characters and the events
are Inherently Interesting to me. I could not see past the
persistent awkwardness In sentences and problems In
pacing.
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Diana Lynne Pavtac
Chicago, llllnols

It Is a very dangerous thing to challenge me to be
MORE verbose (longer editorials Indeed/ well, you got
It, baby!) but hey- I aim to please. A regular pro column
Is a lovely thought; whether It's do-able or not, I don't
know. But we hope next Issue to run a transcription of
P.C. Hodge/I speaking to the writers' worlcshop at MythCon XIX (Berkeley, this summer - should'a been there)
- some interesting experiences and observations
shared.As for how ourvfew of this thing Is changing and
evolving, me)'be we'llget a chance to muse a bit on that,
too. Mary-Edith should drop us a llne, clarifying her position, but frankly, yes, I think writing ability and plotting
ability are two rather distinct ski/ls which do not always
go hand in hand. More on this subject next Issue.

.

Another excellent issue. A delight, which I read
straight through. Well, that's not entirely correct. (Oare I
say It? Yes, I dare.) I read the letter column first.
Before I start crttiquing and sounding as If I didn't

like anything, let me (as Nixon used to say) "make this
perfectfy clear": I enjoyed everything In this Issue.
Thank you, thank you to all concerned.
THE DREAM CHEST: This story reminded me of a
mythology course I took as an undergraduate. The
professors (It was team-taught) wanted us to have an understanding of the nature of myth as well as the actual
personages and tales of various cUtures. To this end,
they gave us a phrase which was repeated several times
In the semester: ''The key to the treasure .ll the treasure.''
Not a precisely logical sentence ("Thank you, Mr.
Spock"), but It makes Its own sense f'Down. Bones"). A
long explanation for a simple statement: Kelly's story
reminded of that phrase and that class. The prose In the
story Is well handled and everything leads up to the ending very weH. The burden of Meaning In the story f'Of
course It IIlHlll something.") is handled dellcated and
with an emotional understanding that rings true. Who
would have the heart to nit-pick this tale? Not me, at least
(It hit too close to home).
THE FIRST MAGIC: As a tale standing by Itself. this
Is well done. The one thing that troubled me Is the use
of the word "city" In the setting. I know that the word "city''
can accurately be used In such a context as this story,
but It brings a load of modem connotation with It. Its
usage suddenly put me In mind of ever so many "After
the apocalypse" stories. Is this part of that genre? If not,
maybe hunting up another word might be helpful.
Also, It Is stated eariy on that Chae stutters. Indeed,
when Naskone asks him who he is, Chae does stutter.
But he never does so again, and that bothered me. After
all, It Is mentioned pointedly. The stutter could have been
an Interesting hinderance when Chae Is talking with Naskone, for the stutter could have dragged the conversation, irritating the warrior. This would have made him
angrier (and potentially more violent) and put Chae In
some little jeopardy.
As I read the tale, it immediately called to mind Tibbs'
eartier story, 11Dreamseeker'' in MC#2. Comparing them,
the first tale struck me as the better of the two. (I admit
that I have no Idea how the two fit In sequence). The one
thing that did bother me a bit in comparing the two was
the slmRarlty In the narrative pattern. I think If the two
stories were printed together. they might seem
repet.ltlous.
StHI, the events were well-handled In this one.
LONG AS THE RIVERS RUN: A lovely piece of work,
very nicely handled. It has a distanced tone to It which
makes the whole seem rather pensive instead of 1elt as
happening." But It suits the tale, I think.
GUMBOOT CHARLEY ALONG SALT CREEK: I had
fun with this. The boys' conversation is delightfully eclectic (I expeclally like "dismals in distress"). Yet the ending
comes too abruptly. 'What's going on here?" I thought.
The connection between the boys and the books (If this

Is what's going on) needs to be butt a bit stronger. I don't
think k needs to be done axpllcldy, but It does need to
be done. And by the way, who would be burning books
out In the middle of nowhere, so purposefUly burning
them? The sinister overtones of that question would add
some tartness to the tale.
ANOTHER POINT OF VIEW: The tone of voice here
Is excellently malrulned throughout.It gives the final line
of the story the punch It needs. I found the concept of
the story weird and disturbing. b4i Intriguing enough to
hold me.
HUMANO ARBOREAL TRANSMORGRIACATION:
Perhaps we shoUd encourge more of these (pseudo)
scientific communications. There must be a wealth of
mythopoeic things that need the studied consideration
expressed In this piece. Alas, however, It seems unllkfr
ty that the esteemed Or. Anderson will give us such. And
If the end comments are to be beleafed. Mythopoejc
&nedr.ao Itself oaked now be lost In bemossment of the
mind, to be cured by no aspen formulas currently on the
bark et.
THE FINISHING PLACE: The story being told here
Is Interesting and I read to the end to find out "what happened next.11 But the language Is somewhat pedestrian
and often there are turns of phrases that are plainly Inappropriate. For Instance. pg. 46 we find "mentally taking
a giant step backward" • Is "Simon Says" an element in
this fantasy land's history? (For that Is what the phrase
calls to mind.) "Backing away from" would sound better.
I think (with qualifiers as to the sort of back away, If
desired). The conversation, too. seems too ... "modern."
There Is also a disparity of names: "Shawano." ''Tsalagi,"
"Uktena" are good, but In this company "Groundhog's
Mother .. (and that for a man?), 'Wolfs Breath," "Brown
Bar' clunk. I would recommend a lot of polishing, particularty avoiding passive constructions. Also, avoid
contractions - ttet gives the sound of modernisms.
An'fNBy, I think with polishing, this story would have
more punch, and I think Rossman could accomplish It
well. This is a good start.
Sarah Beach
Los Angeles, C&lif omia

Without benefit of checking with Doug, I imaginethe
disparityIn names Is part of his way of Indicatingthe two
differenttribes In thispiece;but I'm sure he'lllet us know
next issue. You'll find another "Groundhog's Mother'
retellingin this issue, by the way. Alter mulch thought,I
dew think yew are barking up the wrong tree, aspen
regards ElmopoelcAmerican.

~\L-l---~
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THE MYTIIlC CIRCLE
WRITERS' GUIDELINES
The Mythic Circle is a quarterly writers' workshop in print, specializing in fantasy stories with a
mythic or fairy-tale quality. We occasionally print soft science fiction. An important part of each issue
is our letters of comment column - we strongly encourage our readers to respond and participate.
Submissions should be typed (DARK dot matrix is acceptable), double- spaced, with approximately 1" margins on all sides. Please include an SASE for response/return of your manuscript. IF you
use an IBM/clone or Mac computer, please let us know when you submit your story - if accepted,
we may request a disk. .
At this writing (Fall '88), we have a sizable number of stories -- especially poetry-- on hand; therefore we are instituting the following policy:
- We will accept no reprints, as our purpose is to provide a forum for writers in the process of becoming professional.
- Send us poetry ONLY if you don't mind a three-year wait before it sees print.
- We will consider long stories (4500 - 7000 words) only if they show exceptional merit. Because of
our backlog, we are reluctant to consider excerpts from novels or serials.
- Because we are a writers' workshop, first consideration will go to works submitted by members of
the workshop (subscribers);other material will be considered as space allows.
In order to have a successful workshop, there is something of a commitment required on the part of
members to respond to published works; we realize not everyone is comfortable critiquing but we
do encourage it strongly and remind you that "critique" does not necessarily mean negative comments; it can be just as helpful to point out what works.
Contributors receive one free copy of the issue in which their story appears (3 poems = 1 story) and
subscribing contributors have their subs extended by 1 issue (if you prefer to receive a 2nd copy of
'your' issue please let us know and we'll send two).
Please bear in mind The Mythic Circle is a product of the Mythopoeic Society, a non-profit organization, ·and the editors are freely giving up their personal time to put this magazine together; some
times are more demanding than others and we therefore ask for your patience and understanding.
We try to acknowledge receipt of submissions within 2 or 3 weeks and advise acceptance/rejection/rewrite requests within 6 weeks, but this is not always possible.
Due to the increased cost of postage and copying (we can't afford print yet), subscriptions are now
$11 .00/year and single issues are $3.50 each. Donations beyond the price of subscribing are tax
deductible and gratefully accepted by this tight-budget operation.
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Congratulations to all concerned on an except.Ionally good Issue of a magazine that keeps on Improving.

cohesive story. The character and culture mix alone
woUd fuel at least one novel, and my advice to Phyllis is
to take all these delicious tidbits and make something of
them. A couple d minor technical criticisms: some
word combinations might have been helped by hyphens,
I.e. business llke. Iced over (though perhaps my advice
on this shoUd be taken with a grain of salt, as I tend to
over-hyphenate). Also, "You look a llttle green around
the glls," seemed too flippant in the context.
Responses to comments on my piece, 'CourtShlp
and Consummation":
To Pat Reynolds: The word "palls" as here used by
me Is not related to palisade, but Is rather an Anglicized
plural d the Hawaiian word "pall." "Pair' means "cliff'' or
"cliffs" (my sources differ as to which; I suspect that
Hawaiian nouns may not distinguish between singular
and plural). It seems to mostty be used, and I myseff use
It, to mean something llke "a llne of cllffs."
Regarding Mary-Edith Bridges comments on
anthropomorphism: Leaving aside the fact that ascribing human passions or a least a human voice to all manner of beasts and things Is a timeless tradition of mythic
storytelling, and leaving aside the fact that I am not sure
what to do for someone who does not like Ille. WD1. in
lbi WUlows (one of my favourites). allow me to defend
anthropomorphism on the same grounds upon which I
believe that Lewis somewhere defends It. Admittedly
this Is a religious argument rather than a purely
phlosophlcal one, but It seems to me that If God can eonoble humanity by permitting us as redeemed creatures
to In some sense participate In His dMnlty, then for us
likewise to confer our humanity on animals or even Inanimate objects Is perfectly consistentwith the nature of
His universe. As Tolkien says, 'We make stHI by the law
In which we're made."
In the case of the ship and Its figurehead in
"Courtship," we are dealing wtth something rather like a
transformed human (to which Mary-Edith said she would
not object). The captain of the ship has through magic
waytald a 80U bound for birth and Imprisoned It in the
figurehead; at the end of the novel, the figureheadbreaks
off and becomes a mermaid. Also. regarding Gwenyth
Hood's problem with a ship as a romantic lead, the
figurehead is In fact a minor character In the novel, the
three men on the ship and the three women they encounter on the Island being the major ones.
Thanks again to everyone for your work and for your
encouragement of mine.

Kelly Scanlon's ''The Dream Chest" was Interesting
to me as an example of the fascination with attics and
things discovered in them which I and so many others
share (a garret and Its contents figure prominently In my
first novel). The reasons for this fascination and a tracing of It through works of literature would make a good
subject for a paper In Mythlore. As to the execution of
Scanlon's story, I thought that It was most successful
when most literal, for example In describing the chest.
The allegorical handling of the theme was too obvious
for me; Tolkien handled the subject of creative gifts with
more appropriate symbolic subtlety In Smllllgf Wootton
Malm and In Leaf ~Nlggla.
"Death and the Gardener'' contained a wonderful
blend of humour and tenderness, and Its ending brought
tears to my hopelessly sentimental eyes. Pat Wynne's
Nlustratlon was priceless.
On the native American stories In the Issue: Though
this Is not "my sort of story," I appreciated how well ''The
First Magic" was done. I especially liked the theme of
the forsaking of vengeance being requisite for entry Into
Heaven, and therefore thought that the conclusion concerning the raising of fire was less dramatic than the
scene which preceded It. ''The Finishing Place," whlle
having some wondrous creatures to recommend It,
seemed too blandly written. Despite references to the
Provider, It had (deliberately I assume) an essentially
pagan feel to it, rather than harking as do many myths
towards the revelation of Christianity.
"Gumboot Charley Along Salt Creek'' was delightful,
bringing back memories of my childhood love for !cm
Sawyer. The dialect, which I normally find distracting,
was deftly executed. I am not sure that I understand the
ending - perhaps the manuscript of this story and therefore Its characters went up In smoke?
Despite the theologically questionable proposition
that our own optimism or pessimism about our race
would be the determining factor In God's decision as to
whether we should survive (optimism Is not the same as
faith), I found "Another Point of View'' to be provocative,
and the "pulp" style in which It was written was competent for Its type.
"FamNy" was well written, and cleverly concluded. I
loved the Shakesperean beauty of "Adam on First Sight
of Eve." Once again, Lynn's Hlos for my story were lovely; my husband insists that the first one (the blond Susan)
looks just like me.
Of everything in the issue, ''The Shoreline Map" had
Angelee Saller Anderson
the greatest potential, but one not realized. I was enorWestminster, CA
mously lnt.rigued by the mixture of wofves, sea-creatures, and quirky humanity In the characters. The story •
Thanks for the clarification of your own works - I
contained many marvellous Images and phrases; for exknow that, for myself, I was Intrigued by the ship as a
ample, "The waves made slow comments as If about
character and quite enjoyed her. Thanks for your concrockery, dish, dish, dish," or, "I have many a secret
crete suggestions for improving "The Shoreline Map."
fancy, fallen like seeds on stones." However, I felt that
You were not alone In your response of 'unrealized
all these ingredients did not come together to make a
potential' and I'd like to hope Mtyhic Circle could
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to pinpointingthe difficultiesthat a story might encounter. I
know I'm the editor (one of 'em) and I'm not supposed
to voice opinions about these thingsbut (Ill) I really enjoyed the world Phylliscreated and I'd like to see more
of It • /also think. more might be less confusing.
provide some REAL assistance when It comes

What a joy It was to read the American Fantasy Issue
of Iba~
Such a variety of stories - and so
thick! Can we expect future Issues to be as hefty? I was
reminded of the excitement of buying what was called
an Eighty Page Giant comic book when I was a kid. O
think I mentioned Ma'1 magazine In my last letter - why
does MC bring back memories of my chldhood ac-

aaa.

tivltles?)

I pretty much agree with my wife, Angelee, about
"The Dream Chest." riNe generally have slmiar tastes,
and I don't want to waste space repeating her comments; on the other hand, I know that the more responses writers receive to their work the better they like It,
even if those responses are similar.) The setting was
wonderful, but the ending disappeared Into Allegory
Land. I feel the same dissatisfaction with this sort of ending as with the sort In which the main character wakes
up to discover that It was all a dream. (This Is not to say
that I don't like allegory.)
'1'he Debate," although more proper1y allegorical,
did not hold my Interest because It was completely predlctable. The allegory was perfectly correct, but It gave
me no new Insight.
If ever an llustration tempted me Into reading a
story, It was Wynne's llo for "Death and the Gardener."
The story lived up to the Ito and I enjoyed the sweet ending.
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" was written well
enough, but the three points of view of the same Incident
didn't contribute enough to the piece to make that technique worthwhMe, In my opinion. It seemed more like the
type of thing one would produce as an exercise In a creative writing class.
Once again I agree with Angelee about '1'he First
Magic." In fact, I originally thought that the end of page
13 f'He arose, Ignoring the weapons lying In the sand.'?
wn the end of the story, and I thought It made a very
nice ending. I didn't realize that there was more following untl several days later (this wouldn't have happened
If I read the stories In order). Anyway, what followed was
certainly needed to complete the story, but I think that
the "mistaken" ending was more effective.
As usual, I love Angaee's writing styte, and "Long As
the Rivers Aun• maintained her usual quality, but I was
left wanting a sequel. The story very nearty suffered from
that "waking from a dream• ending I mentioned above,
but the note "Jim, 7 o'dock'' saved It. Stll, I wanted to
know more. By the way, we recently rented a tape of
JWAllld J.t.tl& and realizedthat It was remarkably slmlar
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In theme to Angaee's story (though the story was writ·
ten long before the rnc:Me came out).
"Gumboot Chartey"' was wondemMy written - orl.y
a master can get away with strong dialect wlhout
detracting from the story. Generally when It Is ~. I
can orl.y think how deverthe author must think he Is with
his dialog; tu this story was pure delight. I too am mys.
died by the ending, unless, as Angelee guessed, the
characters turned to ash with their creator's manuscript.
•Another Point cl V'tlNI' used a slmlar psuedo-scientJflc ftrst person approach as my own 'tiumano-Arboreal
Transmogrtfication," although F. Hams and 11mper11ed
the human race in quite different fashions. One technical point: although It makes a nice Image, the conic
spiral of the spacecraft (If I am understanding the
description property) would not be the trajectory of a
freely drifting object even with the sun's gravttatlonal
pUI. Since "God's Ear" Is an Import.am part of the story.
I think that some sort cl revision Is needed.
"Famly' was fun to read. It had a very "comfortable"
feel. It made a nice addition to the variety of stories In
the Issue, but I wouldn't want to see too many stories like
this one. I normally like to have a sense of mystery and
awe when reading fantasy (or science fiction).
Story-wise, ~ Finishing Place" held my Interest all
the way through, but I wanted the writing styte to have
either a simple "folk tale" quality or else more poetic richness. As It Is It has neither, and ends up, as Angelee
wrote, sounding bland. StAI, It Is a wonderfU story.
Ooooooh, Callahan's drawings for this story (and all the
rest) were captivating (how often can I praise his wort<?).
If "Famly' was comfortable, then "The Shoreline
Map" was the contrasting story of mystery and awe. It
had an unusual atmosphere to It, and I very much agree
with Angelee that Phyllis shoUd develop this story Into
something more.
Lastly, a couple of responses to the letters of comment. To Mary-Edith Bridges (who certainly stirred the
pot with her remark about I.bl Wl°'1 in lbi Wl!lq.ys):
Surely the most elemental characteristic of fantasy Is the
ascribing to objects of qualities that they don't normally
possess, whether It be speech to animals, or powers to
rings, or magic effects to Incantations. Now, she may
have a personal dislike of anthropomorphism In particUar, but since she defends her view phlosophlcally, I
must respond In kind. "Why should a thing or an animal
read with human emotions and desires when they do
not possess either human bodies or the benefit ... of
human upbringing and clvllzatlon?" she wonders. This
Is simply begging the question. If you grant that the
animal or thing has a nature that It can use to react (and
that humans can comprehend for the sake of a story).
then you have already arthropomorphlzed l. I am
reminded of the Peanuts strip In which Lucy Q believe)
says., "Snoopy's not as smart as I thought. He moves
his lips when he reads." Just granting that he reads sets
him apart.

To Charles Rampp: You may be right about
punctuation, but It Is easy for a technique to become a
crutch. One could say that a poor speaker's "You
know's" or my own over-use of parentheses are the "per·
cussion" of our speech or writing. It Is more likely that
they are Indications of limlted abllty.
Star1'ey E. Anderson
Westminster. CA
P.S. If future Issues are as thick, could you use bigger
staples?

You and your lovely wife have solved the problem
of bigger staples (they graciously donated s heav;-duty
stapler· at no small expense! Guess those little staples
really bugged you, eh Stan?). Regarding the size of the
Issue and your desire to see future hefty Issues, that's
problems tic· we live under a requirement that we break·
even financlslly snd the extra pa.ges destroyed our
budget for the yesr. Wonderfully, Incredibly, the CaJ.
lahans stepped In as MC benefactors (not only do they
draw-I) so we haven't crashed-and-burned yet. So feel
free to praise their work ANYTIME/ In response to your
comments about "Family," I think the 'evety dsy' kind of
feel can sdd tremendously to a fantasy or SF tale by putting the reader off guard. Thanks for the Insight sbout
trajectories for "Another Point of View."

I just finished reading #6. I'm glad you sent your
renewal notice. I would have hated to miss this Issue.
Thanks. I wrote quite a few comments about #5 but
never sent them (I'm a procrastinator). Most of my points
have been brought up by other writers but I would still
like to mention a couple of things.
"Rowing In Circles Again" was fun but Mr. Swycaffer
did something that I've seen often In fantasy (and SF).
Basically all the "mutants" (for lack of a better word) are
good and all the "normal" people are bad. I quit reading
one of Katherine Kurtz's stories In mid-book because of
this. Her Dyner! (sp?) were liberal minded, intelligent and
good)hearted whHe the others were evtl and stupid. and
If they were not evil It was because they were too stupid
to be so. She didn't do this In the ear11er "Clidr' books
but her tendency to stereotype got stronger the more
books she wrote In the series. To guard against this It
might not be a bad Idea to lncfude a normal person In
the band of "mutants."
About "Glpsey Davey," I agree with Angelee Saler
Anderson conoemlng her comments about Christianity
and paganism. G.K Chesterton tn his book "Orthodoxy"
mentions this tendency to glorify paganism and picture
Christianity as "gray" and llfefess.
He quotes Swlnebum:"Thou hast conquered. O pale
Galiean. theworld has grown gray with thy breath. "I thfnk

this "pale Gallean" mentallty Is becoming common in
fantasy, and woUd not be If writers truly understood
paganism and Christianity. Paganism has "charm" to us
now because we can k>ok back at It from a Christian
perapec:ttve. Pagan gods hold no fear for us. I would imagine the pagan saw It differently, however; he was very
serious about his rellglon.G.K. Chesterton in "Or·
thodoxy" said of nature worship:
"The ooy obfectlon to Natural Religion Is that It
somehow always became unnatural. A man loves NatLn In the morning for her Innocence and at nightfall, if
he Is loving her stll, It is for her darkness and her cruel·
ty. He washes at dawn In dear water as did the Wise Men
of the Stoics yet somehow, at the dark end of the day,
he Is bathing In hot bUl's blood, as did Julian the Apostate ... The essence of all pantheism Is that Nature Is
our mother. The main point of Christianity was this: that
Nature was not our mother: Nature Is our sister. We can
be proud of her beauty, since we have the same father,
but she has no authority over us; we have to admire but
not to Imitate. This give to the typically Christian pleasure
In the earth a strange touch of lightness that Is almost
frtvollty. Nature was a solemn mother to the worshippers
of lsls and Cybele ...
But Nature Is not solemn to St. Francis of Assisi: "a
little dancing sister. to be laughed at as well as loved. "St
Francis Is one of the best arguments against the "pale
GalHean" mentality. One of myfavortte St. Francis stories
was the time when his robe caught on fire. he was absenUy watching the fire when one of his friars ran to put
II out. St. Francis exclaimed "Don't harm Brother Fire!"
not realizing his own danger.
"The Twin" by Kelly Scar1'on was my favorite story in
#5, and It also had my tavortte art by Bonnie Callahan.
The ending, with the mirror, struck home. I'm a twin and
sometimes when I'm looking Ina mirror I suddenly realtze It's ME that I'm looking at. hard to explain, but weird.
Now to #61 llked Kelly Scar1'on's "Dream Chest," except I had trouble with the ending. I could see no real
reason for joy. It seems the heroine was trapped Into
being a dreamer. She gave In to fate. I could understand
resignation here more easly than joy. But maybe I read
It In the wrong frame of mind.
"Gumboot Char1ey Along Salt Creek" by Michael
Kocik was enjoyable and well written. I like the way Mr.
Kocik handled dialogue. Janet P. Reedman's poem
"Fantasist's Dreams" seems to deal with the same subJect. It was also well written. I like both of these.
"Another Point of VWNI' by F. Harris was one of my
favorites tn #6. It had a very powerfU ending. It (forgive
me) reminded me of another passage out of ''Orthodoxy''
(available In paperback from Image books ) worth
buying for the chapter "Ethics of Elftand"). "Not only Is
suicide a sin, It is the sin. It is the IJtlmate and absolute
evl, the refusal to take an Interest In eXlstence; the refusal
to take the oath of loyalty to life. The man who klls a man,
klls a man. The man who klls himself, kUls all men; as
far as he Is concerned he wipes out the wor1d. His act Is
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worse (symbolically considered) than any rape or
dynamite outrage. For It destroys all buldlngs, It Insults
all women ... Obvk>usfy a suicide Is the opposite of a
martyr. A martyr Is a man who cares so much for~
thing outside him that he forgets his own personal life. A
suicide is a man who cares so llttle for anything outside
him that he wants to see the last of everything. One wants

something to begin; the other wants everything to end."
"Famly'' by Mary Ann Hodge was good. When Tony
''disappeared In a puff of blue smoke" I knew the story
wasgolngtobefun. ltwas. Verywellwrftten. (There goes
the saying,
who can't write, edit.")
'1"he Shoreline Map" by Phyllis Holliday left me
wondering how much Imagination can flt In one short
story. All those twists and scene shifts, and yet the story
was fun to read and neatly finished. I would like to see
more of these characters In the future.
'1"he Finishing Place" by Douglas A. Rossman was
weU)told. My only criticism Is that the climax was a bit
anti)climactlc. It seems that the killing of the Uktena was
too easy. Maybe If the first arrow had missed the mark
and Groundhog's Mother had another arrow slip out of
his hands whHe the beast was closing In, or something.
Of course, It was a re}telling of a tale so there may not
have been that much leeway. I stNI like the story. wsong
of the Spkfer" was also well)wrftten. Makes me Interested
In Cherokee mythology.
I liked all of Joe R. Christopher's work except, I have
to confess.I'm too dense to really catch on to his "Double
Dacty1s" (relatives of the pterodacty1s?)
I almost hate to say this, but I didn't really like "Maggie." I think It's because I don't like the picture. Not that
It's not well done, It just seems cruel. I realize It's supposed to be absurd but for some reason I can't make
myself like It. (Really constructive criticism, huh?)
"A Midsummer Night's Dream?" seemed vague to
me. Was Jack an alien, or a man taken in by the aliens?
Also, If Mrs. O'Connor was taken away, how did she tell
her story? Of the three segment.s, I liked the boy's section best. Descriptlonwaswell-handled."TheArstMagic"
also had good description. Its weakness (in my opinion)
was that Chac's wisdom was too obvious. The dialogue
was well done.
The reason I didn't like Angelee SaQer Anderson's
"long As The Rivers Run" was because I didn't like what
happened to the character. It was not a defect in the story
telling, It's just that Susan had no choice to make. There
was no "lf)then" decision, no climax. You wanted Susan
to find some way to get out of the flow of the "river," but
she had no chance. tt seemed so futile, like the eastern
"wheel of fate" Instead of the "conditional If" of Christianity. I realize this Is personal taste.
I ll<ed the Andersons' "Humano-Arboreal Transmogrification,"especially the end. It was very well done.
The puns gave It the right touch of humor. tt was one of
my favorites In #6.

.,hose

"chevyi'lg chase of the city dragon" by Olartes
Rampp was my favortte poem In #6. Very well written,
and I usualy like poems that rtlyme.
I hope I didn't miss anyone. Issue #6 was very good,
looking forward to #7.
Ron Blizzard
Ventura, California
I hope folks don't feel that, If they write a LOC, they
httve to mention ewtty author In the Issue. As far as I'm
concerned,It would be just fine to write a Jetteraddressing a single story or poem about which you felt stronrr
/'y; I don't think any of our authors are so sensitive they'll
curl up and die (or shrlvel up and stop writing) If their
work ISN7 mentioned In a LOC. When we accepted
"Long As The Rivers Run" I wrote Angelee to ask a
couple of questions about motives and behavior and
she told me the story was a dream she had one night;
whether this information alters your reaction or not, well,
that's another matter.
As for "Maggie," I can understand your response to
the drawing ~ '"I husband's response was similar; he
didn't think it was funrry, either. But Pat ~ne & I both
suffer from a high/'ydeveloped (read: tasteless) sense
of the absurd and I loved the I/lo. So I wanted a reason
to use the I/lo in Mythic Circle and I figured the best way
would be writing a story to go with It. I wanted the story
to have some sense of pathos to It, even tho the I/lo Is
borderline cruel; the story was sufficient to change fT1'I
husband's feeling about the drawingbut (obvious/'t) not
yours - and that's okay;we're all Individualswith unique
responses and, Ideally, we're not threatened by that.
Thanks for sending your comments on #5 as well
as #6, and for sharing all that G.K. Chesterton with us!

.poem
old mother
do you know me?
I have not swam with you for years
I have been slent
these words I have teamed
they are not words to trust

we were together when the moon rose
when my fists were soft as my tongue
old mother
here there are stars on the skys wan
you did not expect me to live
I have said It
I will live
gary barwln
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We are very pleased to present a poem and story In our "Mythopoelc Youth" series - stories by authors under the age
of 18. We remind our readers that young writers also need comments: advice and praise, but ask that you to be kind
In your criticism.

Camelot Station
by Lawrence Schimel

By day
Camelot Station Is an entourage of knights.

In hatred and Impatience, watching
Arthur, a sleek car In royal blue, J)UI away
from the station proper on his electric track.
Goaded by jealousy he races Arthur
to Avalon and back
and loses.

With Its murals of knights
rescuing damsels tied to the tracks
and St George slaying the dragon, whose white-hot
eyes
shine through Its steamy breath, in a dar1< tunnel,
The Roundhouse makes all knights,
regardless of their station
of orlglon or classes of accomodatlon,
equal.

Two knights speed tCNi&rds each other
siderod lances at the ready and pumping.
To an onlooker the jousters collide,
but one disappears behind the other,
on a parallel track running Into Camelot Station.

umcelot pulls In, a sliver streak
with stainless steel fittings, every hour on the hour
''You're never late," Merfin's voice says
over the intercom, his talisman of control.
Lancelot's metal expression forms a smile of pride.

At night the station Is quiet.
An army of footmen and pages.
dad In the court llvery, emerge
and advance on the armored hulks.
Bearings fal and stainless steel corrodes.
With a glare of the sun a shining shield,
a knight can hide behind his image
But at night
In Camelot Station,
the trains lie In a to«
sleeping knights bared of armor,
waiting to be.

Around noon Percival wakes
and steams out;
Questing.
Over on the business track,
Modred pulls in, all glossy black Iron
upholstered in black and blue velvet,
and blCNis a cioud of black steam,
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THE UNICORN TAPESTRY
by Lawrence Schimel
greeted him without looking up from my loom. He was
on the threshold when I finally did. "Sit
down," I Instructed, Indicating a cushion. 'What Is It you
wish of me?"
"I wish to know the manner of my death. A woman in
town told me to come to you."
'Why do you wish to know this?"
'1 am a warrior. If my death Is to come at the hands
of another man, I would like to know who he Is and slay
him first."
I waited a whRe before giving my answer, musing on
what he had just told me. "I must weave a tapestry. On
It you will see your death. But to make the tapestry I will
need certain materials, which you must somehow obtain. First bring me some hair from the mountain goats
which live In the land above the clouds."
He left and I continued my weaving.

I stUI waiting

Goat hair, Manticore manes, threads from the tails of
Pegasl, rare orchid dyes, and ruby and gold threads. All
these he brought me and more.
But a moment ago he dropped off another Item and
has just left In search of the last, a lock of hair from the
Elf-king's daughter. he Is by now entering the outskirts
of the town when I wake from my trance and thread my
loom. I weave the tapestry from the materials he has
brought me and the work goes quickly. Soon I have
finished and I take It off the loom and hang It on the wall
of my cave.
It shows the warrior, holding a lock of golden hair,
run through by a unicorn's horn.

gary barwln Is not, to our knowledge, a teenager· but
he definitely hals from Canada!

.another poem
a rabbi, a schoolboy and a taler walk Into a bar. both
the rabbi and the taler order a drink, but the school·
boy tells this story. he says:
Imagine yourself to be a leaf.
Imagine yourself to be turning gold.
the sound of your hands as they move thru water.
the sound of your feet walklngt on dry land
once when I was 171 did not do my homework
I became a leaf on a tree In a shopping centre
I became a discount store.

•
on tuesday I was selling shoes
video tapes, german sausage
small pictures of bermuda.
when suddentty a tall blue bird was born from my
shoulderblades
as If I was a pocket calc~tor counting the sky
I became light as a flve or a six, carried by air
I was a leaf turning onto a highway from a street In
the suburbs
I was a blood cell spinning in the veins of my tongue
I read the menu out loud, pronouncing each word
like the ballons that flew over us at my 12th birday
party

the wind picked up
signals from Jupiter
and a rock that was on my chest
became a famly of four then a group of stars In the
constellation orion.
I never wanted to become Immortal but It came to
mesodearty
I parked my car behind loblaws and knew I would
never die
- gary barwin
("loblaws" Is a Canadian grocery store chain)

YE CINNAMON BEARE
by Angelee Sailer Anderson

n the olden, golden days of Beardom, when
honeypots were fuller and sweeter than now, and
brightest of all the constellations shone the Ursas Major
and Minor, there was born Into a noble house a redbrown bear. The bear-lord and bear4ady that were his
father and mother christened him ·~1nnamon," not only
because that Is the colour his fur was, but because It was
a tradition In those days to name one's cubs after spices
and herbs. Some say this tradition was due to spices
being rare and precious, and others say It was because
bears spend most of their thinking-time thinking of
FOOD. Whatever the truth of It, no parent would have
dreamed of naming his cub "Theodore" (which Is the real
name of all Teddys though they seldom admit It). No, but
In the gotden days bears had names like Caraway and
Marjoram and Sesame, and most popular of all Cinnamon, the name of our hero, to whom we will now
return.
Cinnamon was trained from his cubhood to be a
knight. He learned jousting, and archery, and falconry,
and heraldry, and the most expeditious way of mounting a horse, and the precise requirements for a proper
suit of armour, and how to chivalrously court a bear-lady.
He studied hard in the bear bestiaries to learn the
strengths and weaknesses of the sundry monsters he,
as a knight, might be expected to battle. He learned that
dragons are not tlckflsh except on their underbellies, that
one should wear earplugs when pulling up a mandrake
root. and that one must never, under any circumstances,
look a basRisk In the eye.
When Cinnamon had reached the proper age, and
had proven his mettle by serving first as a page and then
an excellent squire to an old bear named Sir Tarragon,
he was ready to become a "Sir'' In his own right. He
equipped himself with a suit of armour of dazzling brightness, a sturdy shield, golden spurs, and a well-tempered
sword, which he named "Honeyseeker.N He chose this
device for his coat.of-arms: Argent, a bear rampant
gtjes towering over a honeypot. Then havtng been dtjy
dubbed "Sir Cinnamon" by Sage, the Bear-Klng, our hero
eettled down to a life at court.
He settled a bit too Immovably. Now that he had
demonstrated his worthiness by becoming a genuine
knight, Sir Cinn felt that he had had quite enough of derring-dolng and dragon-dashing and rescuing distressed
damsels. I hope that you will not think too harshly of him
when I tell you that he now fought all his dragons by
proxy. And what did Sir Cinnamon do Instead of riding
out upon quests and adventures? He did what a bear,

I

knightly or otherwise, does best.
He ate. And ate. He breakfasted on scones buttered
wtth the ground bones of cameleopards. For dinner he
had bannocks baked wtth (of course) honey. At suppertime It was peacock pie wtth peppercorns and mango
chutney, chased down by a full barrel of Rhenish wine.
Sir Clnn's dessert consisted of one tub of syllabub, a
second cl gooseberry fool, and a third of trifle made with
a 1 o lb. jar of raspberry jam. I won't embarrass you by
mentioning what the bear had for snacks, except that his
favourtte was toast sprinkled wtth heaps of (yes) cinnamon.
The end restjt was that Sir Cinnamon grew rather
weighty. His belly grew more plump than was pleasing
and his red-brown fur became thick and matted. No one
at court remarked on this, because It Is an Infirmity to
which bears In general are prone. Yet bears do have their
pride, and respectable ones draw the line at seven
snacks a day besides the regular five meals and three
desserts. Sir Clmamon had degenerated to twenty
snacks a day, almost three tJmes the decent number.
And so finally somebody did remark on it, and that
somebody was the King. One midsummer's evening the
Klng hosted a scrumptious feast In his castle's great hall,
and knights courageous and ladles lovely and jolly
jesters and merry minstrels from all over Beardom came
together for It. The feast Itself defies description (there
were 103 courses), so I shall go on at once to telling you
what happened after supper.
The bear-knights - Sirs Chervl, Coriander, Nutmeg,
Parsley, Saffron, and Turmeric to name a few - were sitting around the board with their drinking-horns cl mead,
and the ladles were flirting and the jesters were gesturing and the King was presiding sagely over all. The company was engaged In listening to a bear-minstrel, who
sang cl those heroes so admired by knights In the golden days: heroes like Bear(M'ljf, and Sir Galabear, and
King Richard the Bear-Hearted. The minstrel had just
finished an especially exciting lay about BearOWIAf's batde wtth the monster Grendel, and King Sage and his
knights were clapping wldly and enthuslastlcally. The
good, strong "slap, slap"-ping sound of an those paws
hardened by chivalrous deeds was noble and Inspiring.
But gradually, one by one, the company noticed a
sound cl quite a different sort amidst the slapping. As
nearty as one coUd describe I, It was something like:
"poof, poof.N One by one the knights quit dapping, and
last cl alt the King quit clapping, tll the mysterious pooflng was the only sound to be heard In the hall. And now
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It became apparent from where the sound was coming.
tt was Sir Cinnamon. His paws were so well padded
and so very plush with red-brown fur, that when he
clapped he did not make a "slap, slap" sound, but a flat;
by, fluffy, cutesy, CUDDLY sound like that made by the
paws of today's under-adventurous Teddys. "Poof,
poof," said Sir Cinnamon's clap. "Poof, poof," went his
paws.
"Poof, poo ... " Sir Cinnamon stopped In mld-dap.
The hall had become absolutely sRent, and all the knights
were looking at him, and worse yet the King, and worse
yet Lady Rosemary.
Lady Rosemary - Sir Cinnamon's truelove, the shebear so beauteous In her Lincoln green klrtle and her
wimple falr1y framing her golden-furred face - Lady
Rosemary was the first to break the silence. She broke
It In a most humllatlng (to Sir Cinnamon) way. She giggled.
Sir Cinnamon hung his shaggy head In shame. The
other knights felt sorry for him, and politely looked elsewhere. But King Sage, who was an elderty bear and a trifle deaf, had not heard the giggle. And so, with the very
best Intentions, he said something which made Sir
Cinnamon's red-brown fur tum more red than brown.
The Bear-KJng cleared his throat. "Sir Cinnamon,"
quoth he, "as thou knowest we are rather hard of hearing, and thusly we may be mistaken - but did we or did
we not hear thee say, or rather hear thy paws say, 'Poof,
poof?'''
"I fear, Sire," replied Sir Cinnamon dolefully, ''that thy
hearing hath not deceived thee."
"Sir Cinnamon," said the kind old King as tactfully as
he could, "hast thou taken thought, of late, of perchance
going on some quest? An enterprise for exercise? They
say that the Bearacens want battling In Bearusalem, and
that there Is a crusade afoot to prevent Bearonesse from
sinking Into the sea. You might pay a visit to our brotherking In Cambear1ot. Bearzantlum Is very nice this time of
year .. : The King's voice traled off - he was sure that Sir
Cinnamon had got the general drift of his speech. "It
seems to us-" he ended apologetically, "-we believe we
are correct In feeling - that 'poof, poof coming forth
from a bear's paws Is a sound not quite knightly."
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Sir Cinnamon lifted his eyes to meet the KJng's there was the beginnings of a teer In one of them. He
coUd feel lady Rosemary noticing how voluminous was
the waistline of his surcoat He himself remembered that
when he had last pti on his armour his overgrown fur
had stuck out from between the plates and made him
look like a mattress losing Its stuffing.
'1 wll go on a quest, Sire," began Sir Cinn with a
depressed sigh; then he decided, for the sake of his
honour and his lady, to put on a cheeffU countenance.
He smled so widely that all his teeth showed, which In a
bear has a rather ghastly effect. "Surely there Is some
unfortunate IOU abroad whose pet hlppogrtff has got out
of hand, or some bourgeois bears from whom one might
justlftably steal to give to the poor. or some foU worm
who has been maklng his midnight meal on damsels. By
the Great and Lesser Bears of Heaven," Sir Cinnamon
growted with forced ferociousness as he unsheathed his
sword, "Whatsoever evl- doer I encounter, his evl deeds
wll I put to an end.M The knight retumed his blade to Its
scabbard with a bad flourish, but what he was thinking
was. "Maybe -hopefully- the dragons are out of shape,
too."
So Sir Cinnamon polished his armour and squeezed
himself Into It, donned a heW sword-bett Into which Lady
Rosemary had woven some of her fur, and gathered
together his YfN1 bow, and his lance, and his dirk, and
his shield, and his gauntlets, and his golden spurs. Nor
did he forget to sharpen Honeyseeker untM It could accurately pinpoint a freckle on a bumblebee's stinger. He
put on his helmet with Its phoenix-feather plume,
mounted his good steed Oregano, and tumed back
towards the castle to wave a sad farewel to Lady
Rosemary. The lady leaned from a turret window, and
tossed him a honeycomb. Sir Cinnamon caught It between his teeth.
For a year and a day, Sir Cinnamon wandered from
border to border of Beardom and to places beyond. He
jousted In 90 tournaments, and, after the shock to his
system c:A the first one, won them all. He slew 27 dragons.
15 amphlsbaenas, and 3 sorceresses In whose lnvtsible
dungeons many .knights bearrant were kept prisoner. He
saved a paladin of the great Emperor Bear1amagne from

death at the hands of the Infidel, and fought by the side
of the Spanish knight, El Bear. With the booty he gained
from the wars and tournaments he relieved 114 poor
wldC7tYS and hermits. Throughout all his wanderings he
concealed his true Identity, but from the device
blazoned on his shield and surcoat he was known as
ltfhe Red Bear Knight."
On the final day of the year and a day. a much thinner Sir Clmamon was riding upon a much thlmer
Oregano on a plgrimage to Canterbeary. One would expect Sir Cinnamon to be In triumphant spirits rNer his
accomplishments, especially on a fine summer day wtth
all the peonies In bloom; but In fact he was extremely
disconsolate. For though In bear- ftesh he was a mere
allver of his former sett, In bear-fur he was stil ftuffier than
a bear has a right to be.
Sir Cinnamon was especially unhappy at this particular moment, because he had just tried a discouraging experiment. He had known what the restjts of It
would be before he tried It, because he had tried It last
only fifteen minutes ago. But, just In case, he had made
the experiment anyway. He had ciapped together his
paws. "Poof, poot," they had mocked him.
"I shall never go back to court, never behold my
Lady Rosemary again. I am no knight, I am a poof-bear,"
moaned Sir Clnn. As If to add an exclamation mark to
his misery, an Impudent bee lighted on his nose, and no
amount of ftaRlng with Honeyseeker would shoo It off.
'What seekest thou here, bee?" grumbled Sir Cinnamon.
"This nose has not been dipped In honey for a year.
Wouldst thou like to know what I had for breakfast this
morning? A brambleberry. ONE BERRY." He tightened
the sword-belt made by Lady Rosemary, which by now
wrapped around him four times.
Sir Cinnamon was just preparing to quench his thirst
with an eyedropper full of water, when he heard. the
sound of scuffling punctuated by feminine screams coming from a nearby wood. "A lady In need of a knight!" he
cried, and spurred Oregano In the direction of the sound.
Leaving trampled undergrowth and broken
branches In their wake, the bear and his mount charged
through the trees Into a clearing. There, In the clearing's
centre, was a most dastardly and vUlainous knight, Sir
Mace, who never dared to show his face at court And
there, In Sir Mace's brutal clutches, was his own sweet
Rosemary.
Sir Cinnamon felt the bear-blood bol wtthln him.
"Holla!" he commanded Oregano. The horse skidded to
a halt.
Sir Clnn gazed haughtily and contemptuously upon
Sir Mace, and, disguising his voice so that Lady
Rosemary would not know him, spoke In as unmannerly a manner as the code of chivalry woUd allow. "Thou - sir knight - what doest thou there with that young
damsel?"
Sir Mace, a huge black grizzly, grinned wickedly.
'What I do with her Is none of thy concern."
Rosemary looked up at Sir Cinnamon with tear-filed,

pleading eyes. He was so changed from the roly-poly
bear she remembered, that. even without his helmet on,
she would not have recognized him. She broke Sir
Mace's hold enough to fall on one knee. "0 please,
please, gentle knight - deliver me from this vlle vllaln,
ere he bring upon me some shamefU dishonour."
"Fear thou not. lady," answered Sir Cinnamon with
his eyes aflame. ''The Red Bear Knight wll be thy charnpk>n." He drew Honeyseeker from Its scabbard, and
pointed It menacingly and meaningfully at Sir Mace.
"Yield, recreant. Unhand the maiden."
"By the Muzzle of the Great Bear and by his Tall, I
wll not," pouted Sir Mace.
"Ha, knave!" shouted Sir Clnn. "Dost dare to defy
me? egone, caitiff, chur11 - get thee gone, I say - else
thou wit feel the point of my blade within thy furry throat."
Diminished as Sir Cinnamon was In size, his aura of
knlghdy power was grown to Impressive proportions.
The threat was too much for Sir Mace. He let loose of
Lady Rosemary, and stopping every few steps to snar1
back at Sir Cinnamon, he shuffled away.
Lady Rosemary rose to her hind paws and batted
her eyelashes at Sir Cinnamon. •'() thank you, brave,
brave knight," she cooed, her voice sweet as a hive dripdropping honey. "Thou hast saved me from a fate worse
than death."
"Think not on It lady," replied Sir Cinnamon modestly. "I have vowed to uphold the code of chivalry, and
whist I live so ever shall I do." He sheathed Honeyseeker,
then took Lady Rosemary's extended forepaw In his and
kissed It gently. "Adieu, fair damsel - the Great Bear
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shield thee. When thou art at thy prayers, remember the
Red Bear Knight."
Sir Cinnamon turned Oregano's head around and
prepared to ride onward. leaving Lady Rosemary behind
him never to be seen again. "Farewell, Rosemary," he
whispered, his voice choking so that It was no longer dis-guised.
Just as Oregano was about to break Into a gallop,
Lady Rosemary caught hold of the horse's bridle-rein.
"Cinnamon •• my gallant, valiant bear - thou hast
returned to me." And lovely Rosemary began to weep.
Sir Cinnamon tried clumsUy to comfort her, but he
knew that there was something distressing he must tell
her. "Lady Rosemary, do not weep for me; spare thy
tears for another bear worthy of thee. It Is true that In the
last year and a day I have jousted In 90 tournaments,
and, after the shock to my system of the first one, won
them all. It Is sooth that I have slain 27 dragons, 15 amphlsbaenas, and 3 sorceresses In whose Invisible dun.
geons many knights beammt were kept prisoner. I will
not deny that I have saved a paladin of the great Emperor
Bear1amagne from death at the hands of the Infidel, and
have fought by the side of the Spanish knight, El Bear.
But It Is nothing that with the booty I gained from the wars
and tournaments I have relieved 114 poor widows and
hermits. All has been In vain. For, listen, Lady Rosemary
-listen." And, ever so mournfully, Sir Cinnamon clapped
his poof-poofing paws together.
Lady Rosemary took the paws In hers and gazed on
him with adoring eyes. "Silly Cinnamon - I care not about
thy paws. Thou art my truelove, my own knight, forever."
Sir Cinnamon helped Rosemary up onto Oregano
behind him. The horse was so exhausted from under·
nourishment and excessive exercise that It could barely

DRY LEAVES
The dry leaves crackle underfoot
Like bones of long-dead creatures
Hidden In the mists of time.
Long ago, as legend goes,
The gods came down to earth
In fire and flame upon this hill.
Did beings from another wor1d
Remain here, far from home?
Old they, by some sad mischance,
Fall from space to lie at rest
Beneath an alien sky?
Do dry leaves hide old bones?

- Jo Anna Dale
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bear another bear'a weight.
"Cinnamon," said l.Jldy Rosemary as they continued
on their way to Cantert>eary, "I am aooy that I giggled at
the feast. But, Sir Cinnamon - " she said, stlftlng another
giggle." - THERE IS A BEE ON THY NOSE." With a paw·
nal as sharp as Honeyseeker. she flicked the bee off.
So It was that, after returning to court from their
plgrimage. Sir Cinnamon and l.Jldy Rosemary were
wed. King Sage hosted the grandest, most joyful
celebration In the hlstory of Beardom, with enough cakes
and dainties and wassal to re-fatten Sir cmnamon to his
former girth If Lady Rosemary had not kept one loving
blue eye on him.
Cinnamon coUd hardly take his own eyes from
Rosemary, she was so fair In her m!Aberry dress and her
new leather buskins. Yet out of courtesy and perhaps a
bit of pride, he turned to give his attention to the bear·
mlnstrel who was busy singing of Sir Cinnamon's ex·
plolts In the past year and a day.
The minstrel ended, and all the knights waited to
hear Sir Cinnamon ciap first. "Poof, POOF!" clapped Sir
Cinnamon proudly. and the knights laughed and
clapped, and the King laughed and ciapped, and Lady
Rosemary laughed and clapped, and Sir Cinnamon
laughed, too.
Sir Cinnamon laughed and laughed and could not
stop laughing, but this did not prevent him from stuffing
another barbecued dragon-rib Into his mouth. He cast
a guHty eye upon his lady.
"My Cinnamon Bear," whispered Lady Rosemary,
and smothered his laughter and his appetite with a kiss.
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A HARPY'S LOVE
by C. R. Schabel

n both her human and avian parts, Nardia was the

I most beautiful harpy. Her golden, sun-streaked hair
flowed gracefully back over her white- feathered body
as she flew, her twelve foot wing-span silently keeping
her ninety pounds aloft. She was also the deadliest
hunter. With her titra-sharp, talon-tipped claws she
could break the back of the sturdiest buck.<feerand eviscerate the kil In moments. The harpies grew sleek and
well-fed because of her skills.
She was journeying from her home in the cliffs to the
dark forest where Miranda lived. She was the harpies'
elder and sometime advisor. During her flight Nardla
rehearsed the questions she wanted answered. Why
were there no male harpies? And. subsequentfy, how
were they to reproduce and where did they come from
In the first place? Were they born like humansor hatched
from eggs like birds? Nardia couldn't remember being a
chUd (or chick). Not having even a personal history
bothered Nardie much more than her sisters, who
seemed content with plenty of food and an occasional
human male to kidnap for their amusement.
Except for Miranda, all the harpies were about the
same age, twenty..flveor so. The old one stayed alone in
the forest, being too weak a flyer to make the high cliffs
the other harpies nested In. She managed to ambush

enough rabbits and squirrels and to steal enough food
from the local farms to fight off absolute starvation,
though she was malnourished. Nardla thought that
providing her with some fresh deer meat would be
enough to pay for her valuable knowledge. She had no
trouble catching an unfortunate fawn that had wandered
Into an open glade. She tore off a rear quarter to bring
to Miranda.
A hllock rose about fifty feet out of the swampy
forest. About hatf way up It was a cave that Miranda lived
In. To keep wolves out, the ancient harpy kept a fire burning by Its entrance. Because It took two harpies to use a
fire-bc:M', she had to be most careful not to let It go out.
Nardla Judged by how low the fire was burning that
Miranda would have to. return soon. She fed the fire herself and waited.
It was near1y dark and a fog was rolling in when
Miranda returned. She carried a skinny rabbit. When she
saw Nardia, she was annoyed and was about to say
there wasn't enough food for a guest Then she saw the

deer-meat.
"Mixed stew tonight!" she said enthusiastically."Now
be a good gir1 and fetch me some lemoni1rass, sage, a
bit of bar1ey, a few spring potatoes and a turnip or two
from the farmer's fields. You'll find a sack Inside the cave.
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Hurry, glr1, before It gets too dark."
Nardla was about to protest, but thought better of It;
after a full meal, Miranda would be In a good mood to
talk.
Later, after they had prepared and eaten the savory
stew, they perched upon tr84Himbs Miranda had set In
the walls of her cave and snacked on the remains of their
meal. Nardia waited for her hostess to be comfortable
enough to start the conversation.
"I always cook my food; harpies that don't might as
well be vUtures," exclaimed the old one as she speared
one last piece of meat using a long, sharp stick as a fork.
She had to bend almost double to put It In her mouth,
her claws being so stiff from arthritis.
"The stew Is excellent," said Nardla. "But I didn't
come here to discuss how we eat, rather, how we
reproduce."
Miranda leaned back on her perch. "You don't want
to know about that. It'll only break your heart."
'Well, a broken heart Is better than an empty mind.
You told me than yourself. You said a full mind can heal
a broken heart better than a contented heart can fill and
empty head."
"All right, I guess you've made your point. I suppose
I should be glad that at least one of you youngsters Is I~
terested In what I have to teach you."
She collected her memories and began her tale.
"Long ago, gods fell from the sky. In many ways they
were like humans; they could breed with humans and
could even die ... "
''The Grave of the Lost God?"
"Exactly; please don't interrupt. Anyway, these gods
could do things humans couldn't; one of their abilities
was to blend the essences of different living things
together, something they called Dena. When they
returned to the skies, they wanted to take as much of this
Dena as they could, so they blended It Into creatures like
ourselves. We were meant to go Into the sky with the
gods, then to have our Dena separated back Into that of
women and birds.•
'Why didn't we?"
"Because the gods were destroyed. Humans, who
feared and hated them for their superior abilities, massed
against them. The sky-gods were only a few hundred.
The human hordes were many thousands. The gods had
a great flying machine, something that could take them
much higher than any harpy could go. But It had been
broken when they crashed to earth and the humans
overran and destroyed It before the gods could repair It
Then a great war ensued and after many bloody years
all but a few of the gods were kHled. One god, I never
knew his name, was mortally wounded. But before the
arrow In his guts made him bleed to death, he brought
me out of the deep sleep I was kept In for transport to
the skies. He would have done the same for you and the
others, but died before he could do so. I wandered the
earth, alone for nearty two hundred years unt• I found a
way to brtng the rest of their creations, the things they
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made by blending Oenas, to life. Thus were the harpies,
satyrs, mermaids and other such beings brought Into the

wortd."
'Why didn't the sky-gods make male harpies?"
"The best I can figure It, the Dena of men won't blend
wtth that of birds. You've noticed that there are no female
satyrs? For some reason the Dena of women won't blend
wtth that of goats."
Miranda yawned. "I'm too sleepy to talk anymore. I
have a spare nest; you might as wel stay the night. I don't
think a bat could fly In this fog."

•••
"Miranda was right," mused Nardla. 'What she told
me hurt"
Nardia had left before Miranda awoke; she couldn't
steep anyway. She was waiting for the earty spring sun
to warm the ground enough to raise thermals, which
made flying to her cliff home much easier. She wondered
If her sister harpies would be Interested In hearing what
she had found out and If It would depress them as much
as It did her.
She was soon tom out of her contemplations by a
sudden Itch. Then another, and soon many others.
Even the most miserably preoccupied being can be
brought out of her sorrowful thoughts when over-run
with ticks and Nardla had picked up a good dose of them
from Miranda's ratty old nest.
Fortunately she was able to find a deep, stUI pool
where she could wash them out. The little pond was fed
by a spring and was Icy cold.
She carefully checked out the area for wolves or
bears before she entered the water, then waded out to
the center of the pool. The Intense cold caught her
breath. It was horribly uncomfortable, almost a case of
the cure being worse than the disease.
She was about to get out when she heard horses approachlng. Deciding that she couldn't fly well enough
with wet feathers to avoid an arrow, she kept low In the
pool; that way the Intruder might pass without seeing
her.
A young man rode up on one horse leading a second
pack-horse. With just a quick sid4Hong sjance at Nardia,
he dismounted and allowed his thirsty animals to drink
from her bath water. And likewise refreshing himself.
"Forgive this Invasion of your privacy, dear lady, but
It's been a long road between here and the last good
water," he said.
Humans were generally hostle to harpies. This one
had a sword, but kept It sheathed and his bow was packed In his saddle unstrung. Nardia concluded that the
young man must think that she's a human woman, too
shy to emerge from the water undressed. _
After he drank, he walked over to the edge of the
pool nearest Nardla. 'Where are your clothes? You must
be cold by ro«. 111 wait for you to dress behind the brush
where I can't see you.u

"How do I know you won't run off with my gown. It's
quite an expensive one. You might be a thief, or just a
lecherous wan who wished to amuse his eyes with my
nakedness."
"I have no such Intentions, dear lady."
Nardla was freez.lng, but she kept every feather out
of sight.
"If you wtsh to speak to me sir, then stay where you
are. However, you must promise to ride away and not
look back the moment I request It of you."
Nardla was almost as surprised as he was by her Invitation. She wanted to look at him and hear his voice
more, even If It meant sitting In cold water much longer
than was tolerable.
"friendly conversation would be nice; I've been
weeks without It," he said. 'What's your name?"
"Nardla," she said; then quickly directed the topic to
him.
He was Byron Cortney, a Baron's son and heir to the
title. His uncle, however, disputed his father's claim to
the Baronage and openly made war on both of them.
Byron had just returned from an unsuccessful attempt
to negotiate a settlement when he met Nardla.
"It's not as If my uncle's poor; he's done well as a
merchant. Unfortunately that gives him enough money
to pay for a small army and to place a large bounty on
me and my father! I had a little skirmish with two of his
assassins just twenty miles back." He drew his sword
and looked sadly at the blade. "I had to kill them both."
"Destroying your enemies gives you no joy?" she
asked.
"No," he sighed and sheathed his weapon. "And It
seems that I'll have to do more killing unless I can convince my uncle to stop this family war he's got going.
That's partlcijarly hard to do since he has more men and
arms than we have. But, If I can convince a cousin of
mine, on my mother's side of the family, to help us with
his warriors, then I can bargain from a position of
strength and perhaps my uncle will give In without further bloodshed. I've sent word to Lord Vlsny, that's my
cousin, and I'm awaiting his reply.
"But that's enough about my troubles. What of you?
Besides your name, your love of cold water and the fact
that you're most beautiful, I know nothing about you."
"I'm sorry, but you'll have to leave now," she said,
her teeth startJng to chatter. "I must hold you to your
promise."
He protested a bit, but left when she Insisted (by then
her body was almost numb). After he had gone, It was
all she could do to crawl out of the water; nearly an hour
passed before she could fly .

"And then we talked untM I couldn't stand the cold
water anymore and I told him to leave," said Nardla.
"Didn't you make arrangements to see him again?"
asked Lota, a small, dark-haired, dark-eyed harpy with
liver-gray feathers.
"No: Nardla sighed. "I guess I'll just have to wait at
the pool untl he comes again."
'1f he's as handsome as you say, I'd not wait for html"
Lota purred; she'd been making provocative statern~
all through the story, which annoyed Nardla a lot. "A
Baron's son, too. My entrance Into nobllty."
Lota curtsied and twirled as If dancing. The other
harpies giggled llke school-girts. Nardla grew grimly
slent.
"I know where Baron Cortney llves, too," continued

Lota, oblivious to her friend's stormy expression. "Your
little tale has got me Into the mood for a man-raid. Perhaps by this time tomorrow l'ff have a story to tell you.
We'H see how really good this Byron Is and ... "
"Stop!"
'9e silent!" yeled Nardla. She stood before the
surprised Lota and spread her wings ftily. "Is your wingspan as great as mine?!"
"Nardla, I..."
'1S YOUR WING-SPAN AS GREAT AS MINE!!?"
"No, Nardla, It Is not."
"Are your claws as strong, your talons as sharp?"
"None of It."
"Do you wtsh to share my kMls, nest on my cliffs?"
"Yes, I do."
"Then do as I say. You will leave Byron Cortney
alone!"
Then Nardla tumed her back on them all, facing out

•••
Atop their cliff home, overlooking the patchwork of
hMls, woods, wheatflelds and small towns below, six harpies of different sizes and cotor-comblnatoos listened
raptJy to Nardla's narration.
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over the cliffs, signaling them that she wished to be left
to herself. All the other Harpies flocked around Lota,
shocked that Nardla would use the 'Ritual of Domination'
on her, something she had never done before (and none
had dared do to her), and to her closest friend at that.
Lota was shaken and angered by her friend's
humMlatlng treatment of her. 'What did I do to her? Did I
steal anything of hers or lie about her, or even call her a
bad name?" she sobbed. "I just wanted a little fun wtth a
human male, the way we always have. What has she got
to be so high-flying about?"
Nardla, angered so much that she feared she'd lose
control If she turned and looked at Lota, stood firm,
gnashed her teeth and gripped the cliff so tightly that she
dug her claws right Into the solid rock! Then, because
the muscles that close her claws were many times
stronger than the ones that open them, she found that
she couldn't pull her talons out, not without help.
"I'd think her droppings don't stink, the way she's acting," taunted Lota. "Does she fancy herself a lovely
human maid that this precious Byron will take home for
a wife? What sort of sleeping arrangements would they
have; him In a bed and her on a perch!?"
"Be silent!" Nardla yelled. Forgetting she was
trapped, she turned towards her tormentor, twisting her
body around. She tried desperately to pull herself free,
flapping her wings wildly, but she only succeeded In
revealing to them all that she was caught.
Lota hobbled over to her, Nardia couldn't stretch
around far enough to see her ex-friend's face.
"It seems you have me at an advantage now, Lota,"
hissed Nardia.
"You really did It to yourself this time, Nardia," Lota
said In a serious tone of voice. "You ought to do something about that temper of yours."
Then her little friend encircled her leg just above the
claw and together they levered her foot free. They
repeated the process with the other foot. Two talons
from her right claw and one from her left had to be ripped
out and left In the stone. Nardia bled for some time before
the wounds clotted over. Lota and another harpy tended
her cuts with a balm made from hawthorn root to help
avoid Infection.
"Thanks."
"I don't think you'll be able to hunt much untn you
heal," observed Lota.
"1'11 hunt, and you'll have first choice of my kYls. I'm
sorry I spoke to you that way. But I've had feelings lately, about this Byron Cortney, that I've never had before.
You know I never went on man raids with you and never
saw a human male so close before. Something stirred
Inside me that even the cold water couldn't numb. And
now It even effects my hunting; I missed a deer this morning because I couldn't concentrate proper1y."
"You'd better get over this love-sickness of yours
before we an go hungry,'· advised Lota. "Look, believe It
or not, I know what you're going through. We're some
aort of monsters -you found that out when you went to
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see Miranda- yet we have all the feelings of fully human

women.

"When I see a majestic eagle sallng mightily on the
air, his great wings spread, I feel admiration, maybe even
a little pride that I, too, can tty as he does. But when I see
a handsome human male, a young man who couldn't
possibly be Interested In me as a woman, I feel a longing, a fire within that Just leads me to vast frustration and
a klnd d sad- anger. Then I Just want to humllate him as
much as his sheer existence humllates me! That's why
I lead so many man raids; It's my way of dealing with the
problem.You deal with It by sJmply Ignoring It. And I don't
think I get any more satisfaction out of my method than
you do out of yours."
Loea's large, dark eyes grew moist with tears, she
dropped her pretty face and turned her back, weeping
quletty. Nardla limped over to her and the two friends
embraced each other as best as winged beings could.

***
As the days grew warmer, Nardia's pool grew more
comfortable and her visits with Byron grew longer.
"When are you going to visit your cousin, Lord
Visny?" she asked, steering the conversation away from
any personal facts about herself.
"later this month, after the jousting tournaments;
Vlsny loves to bet on such things," answered Byron.
"Then he's agreed to meet me In Bryerwood, near the
famous tar-pits there. I only hope he'll help, not only for
my sake and my father's but my uncle's as well. This war
of envy he's waging Is costing him dear1y, In lives and
money; and even his wealth Is not boundless.
"And there's some local business I'd like to take care
of before I go. Some farmers are complaining that a
harpy, a bird-like creature with an old woman's head and
breasts (Byron blushed) Is tearing up their root- crops
and stealing chickens. Paltry stuff, but serious to them.
Also, some young men are telling tales about being abducted by gangs of these bfrd women, younger ones,
who fly them off to some secluded area and force them
to appease these harpies." His blush deepened.
"Do you believe them?" asked Nardia?
"The farmers perhaps. But these young bucks, well,
you know how they can get with a belly full of cheap
mead."
"No, I don't really."
"Oh? Have you led such a sheltered life?"
"No, not sheltered. But you might say that I'm above
such things."
•Atx:Ne or beneath them? I don't mean that to be inauting. tt's just that I've never seen you except up to your
neck In water. You might be a mermaid, for all I know."
'tf orly I was a mermaid,· Nardla thought 'With their
gra~ arms. Even their fish-halves are maiden shaped,
not like this hideous feathered body
"Wtry don't you come with me? We could dine
together at my castle. We'll
be proper-

almost three mies away, she could see that It was Lota!
She called out for two others to follow her, then sped
to her friend's aid.
Lota's wtng had been shot through, but fortunately
the alTOIN had missed the bone. She had lost a lot of
blood through the wound and was too weak to fty, or
8Y8n walk. Nardla broke the alTOIN and carefljly pulled
tt w so as not to break the dots that had formed around
b shaft. The other two harpies rigged a net out of
creeper vines. They gendy put Lota Into It and together
ftew her to their nest. Luckly, the themlals were strong

ly chaperoned. I assure you. This talking by the pool is
ridiculous."
"No, It's Impossible. Now leave me!"
"I see you're going to be stubborn about this." Byron
began to undress. "So I'll just have to wade In there and
carry you out!"
"If you come Into this pool, you'll never see me
again!" Nardla looked fiercely at him. "Unless you do exactly as I say and leave now, our friendship wRI be
destroyed I"
Byron froze for a moment, then relented. He refastened his tunic, then mounted his horse. "Can I see you
again?"
"I'll be here tomorrow; now please go.11
About an hour after Nardla flew back to her cUffs,
Byron returned to the pool. He waded out to the middle
where Nardla always waited for him and there found,
floating In the water, a large white feather. He carefully
picked It up and gently put It in a pouch and carried It
away.

that day.
Lota was semi-conscious and almost choked when

'

they fed her some animal blood mixed with water. In a
few minutes the drink strengthened her enough to talk.
"Nardla, I saw Byron. I didn't touch him, though, I
just saw him," she stammered.
'1 know you didn't. dear; don't let It trouble you." Nard la paused, dreading her next question. 'Was he the one
who shot you?"
"No, It was those other men," she gasped. '1 saw
them about ten mies ahead of Byron, apparently waiting for him. Two of them were gruff looking, heavllyanned men, the third a nobleman, I guessed by his
dothes. They seemed suspicious, considering all you
told me about assassins being sent after Byron by his
uncle. So, I swooped In low and landed noiselessly In a
clump of bushes dose enough to hear them. The nobly
dressed one turned out to be that Lord Vlsny, who you
said was going to help Byron; well he Isn't! He Instructed
the other two to capture Byron and hold him for his
uncle! Though he speclflcally forbade them from klllng
Byron: 'You can't unkffl the man If payment Is withheld,'
he told them, 'but you can always let him go.' I got so
excited at that point that I tried to fly Immediately back,
but the bush was too confining for a full wing-span and
they heard my awkward take- df and got a good shot at
me. I had just enough use of my wings to get back to the
dlff's base, but was too weak to reach the top. Fortunat~
ly you saw me before any wolves did."
Nardlaleaned CNerand kissed Lota. "You're the best
friend anyone could hope to have."
Then she left Instructions for Lota's care, asked
directions to Bryerwood and flew off as qulcldy as possible. Being the fastest flier among the harpies, none of
the others could have kept up with her, even If she had
asked for their help .

•••

Nardla looked out CNer her territory, musing on her
relationship with Byron, exploring the strange maze of
feelings It forced from her.
Then she saw something; a harpy crav.11ng along the
ground with an arrow In her wing. And though she was

After two hours of hard flying, Nardla saw her quarry, about twenty mies ahead. They were riding toward a
cluster of different sized pools. She redoubled her efforts and dosed the gap enough for her keen eyes to
make positive Identification. She reci>gnlzed Byron. He
was blindfolded and had his hands tied behind him.
Three anned men escorted him. Six more waited by the
pool who, she feared, were his uncle's men.
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About efght mlJes back, twelve of Byron's men were
riding after him. She judged, however, that they would
never overtake him before Byron was delivered, helpless, to his uncle's men and most likely qulckty murdered. Therefore, It was up to her.
Though her flight muscles were pained with fatigue,
she pumped her wings harder to get stlJI higher and
moving faster. Her efforts soaked her hair and feathers
with sweat. When she was still more than four mies from
Byron and two mlJes straight up, she began her dive. She
folded her wings back and fell, using their tips to direct
her plunge. StlJI more than a high, she had gained
enough speed to break the back of the strongest stag.
But then (because air friction balanced the force of
gravity) she ceased to accelerate. Feeling that she
needed to hit these men as hard as she could, Nardla
used her wings to power her fall. Half a mNe up she was
going faster than she ever had before The air became
thicker. Her flapping became more effective. The wind
was so Intense that she felt If she tilted her head back It
would break her neck. She squinted her eyes so that she
was looking through mere slits, yet tears were ripped
from them and her eyeballs felt painfuRy dry. Fourhundred yards up she lost control and tumbled over
twice; she regained stability by using her wings like alrbrakes and leveled off just ten feet from the ground; with
half her momentum gone, she still attacked.
The lead man held Byron's horse. He was a huge
warrior armed with a battle-ax. The man on his right had
a long pike, the third held a cross- bow which was strung
and loaded. MUltary logic dictated that she attack the
man with the cross-bow first; he presented the greatest
danger to her. But she wanted to get Byron from the axman's grip and galloping towards safety.
A deadly mistake in two ways.
She struck the large man square between the
shoulder blades; his back- plate saved his spine from
being shattered. The blow tumbled him head- long over
his horse. He hit the ground stunned. Nard la, slowed further by the Impact, banked sharply to try and outflank
the other two. Byron's horse galloped away wRdly; she
hoped he was safe.
Because two talons from her right claw were gone,
Its bones and tendons were almost unprotected. It felt
broken. Ignoring the pain, she continued her deadly
work. The bowman took aim, she watched his trigger
finger lntentfy, when she saw It tighten, she dipped her
wing and banked sharply. The arrow shooshed past her
ear. WhlJe the bowman desperately tried to reload, she
circled around to get behind him. His partner drew up
along side to give him cover with his pike. Nardla tried
to confuse them by corning at them In a spiraling course
but had to back off from the plkeman's jabs, which were
expertty adjusted to her maneuverlngs. Hovering In the
air like a huge humming bird, she parried his thrusts with
her one good claw, watching the bow-man reload. When
the cross-bow was ready and brought up to shoot, she
dropped to the ground and hobbled right under their horTHE MYTHIC ORCLE #7, pg 52

aes, then dug her talons Into the forelock of the
bowman's stallion, causing the horse to rear up so hard
that he fell over backwards, crusNng his rider beneath
him. The pikeman, enraged at the fate of his friends,
stabbed furiously at the downed harpy. Nardla ducked
and dodged as best she ce>Ud; several times the pike
apllt through her feathers and nicked her hard enough
to draw blood. Mlscalcl.Ating one thrust, the pikeman
dug the tip of his weapon deep Into the earth. This gave
Nardi& enough time to jump on the staff and break the
point off by squeezing It with her claw. The warrior tried
to draw his short-sword, but Nardla was on him too
quickly and, with a powerful thrust of her wings, drove
the point of his own weapon deep Into his lungs and
heart. Her white feathers soaked with blood -some of It
her own- Nardla sank down on the ground, exhausted.
The ax-wielder, the first warrior she struck, had not
been klJled by her blow as she had thought. He sat
recovering his strength while she was killing the
pikeman. When he saw her fall to earth, he rose slowly
and stealthHy approached her, his weapon raised. Nardia saw him a halved- second before he struck and she
had just enough time to fall on her back and catch the
handle of the ax with her claw. The blow, however, had
enough momentum to.drive the blade Into the muscles
of her breast.opening a large slash. The huge man saw
that she was not fatally wounded and tried to free his
weapon by shaking It from side to side. FaUing that, he
pushed down on It with all his considerable weight and
strength. The fight became a wrestling match between
a wounded, half crippled, ninety-pound harpy and a
near1y fully-functioning two-hundred- and-forty-pound
man.
It was uneven.
When the warrior lifted her from the ground, both still
holding on to the ax, Nardla beat him viciously with her
wings. She knocked his helmet off and staggered him
with blows enough to tear the battle-ax from him and
fling It out of reach. The large man backed off from her
and drew his dagger. He grabbed It by the blade and
threw It at her. But Nard la, who could dodge arrows, had
llttle trouble avoiding a hand thrown knife. Without
weapons, the warrior felt helpless against the harpy who
had just killed his two companions, so he ran for his ax.
She managed to tty up a few feet and came down hard
on him as he bent to retrieve his weapon. Her two
remaining talons dug deep Into the back of his neck,
crushing his vertebra and puncturing his carotid arteries.
Exhausted, bleeding, caked with the blood of the
three men she had slain, Nardla forced her bone-sore
body again Into the air to search for Byron. When she
was high enough to see over the slight rise of the land,
she spotted him: hands tied, blindfolded, his horse galloping wldly out of control, BYron was heading straight
toward the sbc men who were waiting for his delivery.
Time being too scarce for planning, Nardi& Impulsively
picked up the stll loaded cross-bow and a dagger then
took off after Byron.

Since the land provided little cover, she flew oniy a
few feet off the round, her great wings brushing against
the tall grasses Into which she planned to dive If the assasslns spotted her. As she drew closer, she contemplated shooting Byron's horse from under hin;
perhaps she could cut him loose before the warriors
noticed him. But she abandoned the plan: If the horse
fell on him he'd be klled like the bowman she fought.
She looked up to see If the assassins had seen her or
Byron and noticed that the six men seemed to be quar~
rellng among themselves; too much so for them to be
aware c:A her or Byron. The way Byron was galloping
tC1N8rds them, however, they soon would be. Nardla
changed her ar9e c:A approach slightly and cut across
the galloping horse's path, just enough to cause It to veer
off In another direction; next she lightly landed In a clump
c:A thorny shrubs near to where the six warriors were
quarreling and braced the cross-bow so she could aim
It at them. They were moving around, shouting at each
other In several languages.
Nardla waited until one of the bowmen had his back
to her, then shot her only arrow. It went over the
bowman's shoulder and grazed the man opposite him,
just nicking his ear. Infuriated, the slightly wounded man
attacked the bowman, whom he thought had just shot
him and therefore had an unloaded bow. He took an
arrow through the neck before he came within sword
reach c:A him. Al first there was dead sltence, the remai~
Ing five looking alternately at the fallen mercenary and
the bowman that had killed him. Nardla feared her plan
would fall andtheywould soon discover Byron, who was
still riding uncontrollabfy In their direction. A moment
later, however, one warrior -a friend of the slain oneroared a war-cry and attacked the bowman. Soon all five
were shooting, slashing and pounding each other ~
clously. When the melee ended, all but two had been
kiled and both c:A them were so weary and wounded that
they were no threat to Nardla or Byron and s!mply road
away to have their cuts tended.
Whle the fight went on, Byron's horse had stopped
by a small stream, created by a heavy storm the night
before, that fed Into one c:A the dark pools In the area.
Byron's feet had been tied to the stirrups but, by pulling
them out c:A his boots, he managed to free hlmseff from
his mount Barefoot, bfindfolded, his hands tied behind
him, Byron couk:f do little but wander around, trying to
find a place to conceal himself. He was unaware that all
his Immediate pursuers had been dispatched.
Wearly, Narcna landed a few dozen yards behind
Byron. Almost too sore to enjoy the victory and rescue
she had accomplished, she rested a moment, watching
Byron stumble about before she hobbled palnfldly CNer
to him on her wounded claws to cut him free.
Then she reconsidered.
She didn't want him to see her.
She knew Byron's men were coming and forced her~
self Into the air once more to see how close they were.
She estimated that they would reach him In about ten

mtrues.
Byron. Ill thinking he was In danger, desperately
CNer a log
and neerty broke his nose. Nard la, seeing this, went CNer
to talk to him.
"Who's there?• Byron asked.
•A friend,• Nardla answered.
"Nardla? Thank God. What happened? Where did
you come from?"
'11explainallthat1ater;• lhe needed time to concoct
a good story. "You're no longer In danger and your men
are coming, so just be stll an wait for them."
'Where are you going? Don't leave me like this!"
Because he wore a blindfold so long, his hearing had
grown highly acute. He dlstlnctty heard the whoosh c:A
her wings as she took off.
A second before he heard the sickening splash and
Nardla's desperate screaming, It dawned on him what
she meant to do.
The recent rainfall had covered the tar-pit with a few
Inches c:A water making II look like a pool In which she
could conceal herseff.
Byron staggered to his feet and ran towards the
sound of her screaming, oniy to mire himself In the tar
when It reached mid-thigh.
Nardla tried to flap her wings and climb out c:A the
sticky tar, but she had plunged In too deeply and was
well In the grip c:A the hot, gl~lke liquid. Her powerful
claws, well Immersed, pawed at the asphalt which only
worked to pull her more qulck1y tC1N8rds obllvlon.
Wordless panic clutched her heart, her lungs
pumped and emptied frantically, as It they knew they'd
soon have no air.
Her exhausted muscles were grarted maximum
power. She expended more energy than she had klllng
the assassins, yet It only served to speed her tC1N8rds
extinction.
Nardla saw Byron's feeble attempt to save her and
knew he could do nothing. The last thing she heard
before her ears went below the thin layer c:A water was
the hoof beats c:A Byron's ~men
approaching. wtth
that slim hope c:A rescue, she was unabfe to resign her~
self to death. Her face, her all too human face turned upwards, looking like an animate IKy pad. She saw the sky,
blue and beautiful, and wondered If she would ever fly
again.
Byron screamed as loud as he could when he heard
his men ride up.
"Don't worry sir, we11 have you out c:A there," said the
captain.
"Get her, get her1" he commanded. '1'm all right;
she1 drown!"
The captain took a rope from his saddle and threw
• to Nardla. It floated just In front of her face. "Grab It,
girl, before you go under.•
Her face disappeared below the surface before she
had a chance to tell him she hadn't a hand to grab Itwith.
Two c:A Byron's men pulled him from the tar and

IOUQht a place to hide. In doing so, he tripped
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quickly untied him. He yanked his bllrdfold off and
squinted his eyes and shaded them to see before they
grew accustomed to the bright daylight. He saw the rope
floating above the spot where ripples In the water
betrayed Nardia's location. He reeled the rope In quickly, tied a fist-sized rock to the end and, bolo-style, threw
It back out to her, hoplng the stone didn't hit her.
Nardla, conscious but In total darkness, her lungs
paining for air, felt something rough and hard scrape
past her nose and heard It plop through the tar. When It
sank down low enough she was able to grab It with her
claws. Had she not lost her talons, she may have unlntentlonaJly cut the rope entwined around the stone.
The rope grew taut and began to pull her upwards
towards the surface, back to the bright world of the IMng.
Her head re-emerged and she gasped the air. It was
putrid and smelled of the hideous fluid she was still in,
but It was the sweetest thing she had ever experienced.
Tar smeared her comely face, yet she risked opening her
eyes and saw Byron frantically shouting orders and pulling the rope. She smiled to see how desperately he
looked, how much he must care for her.
Then she remembered that he was about to see her
fully.
"Byron," she called. "There's something I must tell
you."
"Don't worry about anything, Nardla, just hold on.
For God's sake, don't let go."
She fell silent and prayed that he wouldn't kHI her
once her feathered body was revealed and showed him
she truly was a monster.
When she was a few yards from solid ground and It
became obvious what she was. Byron's men stopped
pulling on the rope and stood gaping at her. One drew
his sword.
"Fools, Idiots!" Byron roared at his men. "She fought
nine armed men to save me; didn't you see their bodies?
Now pufl her out or you'll stand for ten dozen lashes
each!"
His men responded too slowly, so Byron waded
back out Into the tar, picked Nardla up and carried her
to solid ground.
She snuggled against his chest and wrapped a wing
around his back. Despite the wounds of her battle, exhaustion, and the tar that still clung to her, she felt
wonderfully alive. She stared into his face, which was
much too dose for her far-sighted eyes to see In any
detaff, but he looked unbearably handsome.
He stared down at her as he placed her gently on
the ground.
"One good thing about your plunge In the tar, Nardia. It stanched your wounds better than any bandaging
could. That's a fairly serious gash on your chest."
Nardla wasn't thinking about the tar or her wounds.
"You don't seem surprised that I'm a harpy."
"No, I knew It the first time we met."
Nardla was speechless for a moment. She thought
lhe had been so careful. "How?"
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"I saw your foot-prints leading to the pool. You must
have walked lntothewatertheflrst
day, rather than doveIn like you did In the tar pit."
'Would It were the other way 'round," she giggled.
'Why did you lead me on like that? I was nearly waterlogged from spending so much time In that blasted
pool."
"I was afraid that If you knew that I knew, you'd lose
Interest In me and our friendship."
"You like me then?"
"Yes, very much."
"But you couldn't love me, not as a man loves a
woman?"
He sighed, gently hugged her and kissed her lightly
on the forehead. "No, I couldn't. I'm to be married. But
believe me In this, your friendship ts as precious to me
as my betrothed's love."
Nardia told him that It made her happy to have him
feel that way about her but, Inwardly, she wept.
Nardia needed much care before she could resume
her life. Byron brought her to his castle to recover. Eight
hot baths It took to get all the tar off of her, which left her
flight feathers so badly damaged that she was landbound for six months. In that time she lived In Byron's
home and spent many happy hours talking with him,
sharing meals and playing llttte games. She even met
Byron's flancee: though Nardi& didn't like her, she Was
polite; the girt was fascinated with the harpy. And though
she missed Lota and her other friends, she almost
dreaded the day when she coUd fly agalh and had to
leave. During her good-byes, Byron lnvtted her to his
wedding, but she couldn't bring herself to attend. She
did come for the birth of his flnlt chld, however. A gir1baby, whom they named Nardla.

